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- Grid Challgels_ADon~Deal
- Administration Ignores Faculty
Resolution and 3,000 Signatures on
DSSG Petition Opposing Change
Students Vent
',AngerAtTown
. Meeting.'
e-

By Deirdre A. Hussey
,
In the face of what seemed to
be unanimous student opposition,
Baruch College President Matthew
Goldstein staunchly defended his
'... .... "'.
.a.new elass
grid at a 'to~ iit~tingl8st week.
The grid, which will be ImpleMented-in the "SPring ,1996 semes--ter~Wllfreplace the'ooUege'scur-
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rent, four-dayweekwith-.a.five-day
week, which many students charge
, will interfere with their·work schedules.
Many of the over 200 students
· who attended the meeting charged
• the administration with ignoring
their need to work and failing to
inform the student body during
· the decision making process.

rv :

"The grid, as I understand, is
already a. done deal," said' D.J.
Fricke of The Ticker, at~the meeting. "Departments had a October 2
deadline for' class schedules... , so
you're presenting this plan to the

By D.J. Fricke

,
President Matthew Goldstein
· formally presented to the community last week a controversial plan
to change the course scheduling

grid for day students at Baruch
College. The plan would change
the current grid, which is primarily a four-day class schedule, with
limited classes
Fridays, to a

five-day schedule, with Wednesday mornings open for one-day
classes.
The newgrid, according to a
chart supplied by Dr. Robert
Ptachik, associate provost, would
contain 12 slots for scheduling
classes, while the current grid only
contains 10. But while the grid
would contain two more slots, there
are no plans to increase the overall
number of classes available.
Baruch College, said Goldstein,
is irreversibly committed to the
change, which will last for at least
two semesters while data is gathered: "This grid will be· imple- .
mented in the spring and fall of
.. ~ 1996 and after a full year ofcollect. §ing and analyzing data, we, will
g.make the. decision if this (grid) is
; good for the community," said
Goldstein.
-.
. c2 . Many students .and faculty
:; have charged that the change is
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Continued on page two

New Grid Imposed For At Least Two Semesters

Professor James Guyot of the School of Public Affairs uses visual
aids to show how the grid change is a shell game that wouldn't
actually add any new classes, at a faculty meeting on OctOber 19.
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community after departments have
already submitted their schedules,
so is this an attempt to stifle debate until after [the grid) is a done
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deal?"
Although Goldstein repeatedly
o
o claimed to have the backing of the
student body, none of the many students who stepped up to the mike
during the discussion portion of the
meeting supported the plan.
"We've had two years of debate
regarding this issue," said Goldstein,
to which angry students responded
"With who?"
That students were not given a
voice in the decision-making process
was a recurring theme ofthe meeting.
"I was told that this was a school
. for students, thatwe thestudentshave
a say," Day Session Student Government (DSSG) representative Shiji
yOU.
Chacko said. "How many students
heard about this grid before DSSG,
any club leaders or The Ticker notified
you? Raise your hand." When not a
single hand was raised, Chacko asked
the administration, "Which one of you
is on the power trip wanting to control
this entire school?"
From the onset of the forum, the
administration made it clear they
would control the meeting by SPending over 30 minutes on data presentation-limitingquestions and comments
to one per person, often responding to
questions by saying that they did not
have the relevant information in front
of them.
,
Th~ administration provided
transparencies of a 1992 survey of tion that a majority of the students
1700 Baruch students as thejustifica- attend Baruch four days a week, full
tion for theirdecision to implementthe time.
new grid They also provided a short
"A lot ofstudents do come here four
history of the Scheduling Committee, days a week, but most devote two days
failing to mention that the committee to full-time class and two days to mornhad voted against implementation of ing classes, and then they go off to
the new grid.
work," said Ofiaja, "With this new
As Nikyta Harris, a lower senior grid, you have lumps ofclasses so it is
and mother, attempted to draw very difficult to streamlineyourschedGoldstein's attention to her inability to ule and make it fit into your work
work, take classes and raise her family schedule."
if the new grid is implemented,
'Goldstein acknowledged that the
Goldstein made it clear that the grid new grid would constitute a hardship
would effect some students.
for students who work, but expressed
'This new grid is not good for ev- hope that employers would undereryone," said Goldstein, as the crowd stand.
jeered, "I don't want to minimize her
"With respect to yourjobs, I'm very
problem, but we feel this grid will give sensitive to that....I understand that
the maximum nwnberofclasses to the this must be a problem,"saidGoldstein.
maximum number of students, and "Many ofyou, 1 hope, have jobs where
some individuals will have problems your employer will understand." Stuwith it."
dents broke out in laughter.
"I thought this society was based
As the administration failed to
directlyaddress the questions andcon- . on democracy, not monarchy," said
cerns ofstudents, tensions and hostili- Ray Mercado of the Evening Session
ties grew. "I've been here (or over an Student Assembly. "The dictatorship
hour, 1 see a table and five people, and is coming from the President's office."
w far are we willing to go to
the questions are not being addressed,"
stop this. Mercado asked the assaid Donna Ross.
But the administration's lack of sembled {dents.
At 2:3 p.m., as Goldstein called
answers and absolute refusal to bend
led many students to complain that for the meeting to end, the sound systhe student body was being treated tem was turned off over student protests.. Andrew Heller, DSSG presivery condescendingly.
"Why are you wasting our time, if dent, tried to draw President
you were not going to listen to the Goldstein'sattentiontoapetition with
students, and if the decision was al- over' 3,000 signatures objecting to
ready made?" asked student Rory the new grid. Goldstein proceeded
Dunne. "What was the purpose ofthe to exit the auditorium.
committee ifwere not going to listen to
President Goldstein, when
their recommendations?"
questioned outside the auditorium
Obonne Ofiaja, student and DSSG regarding what could be done to
member, attempted to explain the change his decision replied, "Noth.
administration'sapparentmisconcep- ing. Absolutely nothing."
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this
society was based
on ·democracy, not
monarchy - How
far are we willing
to go to stop this?"
-RayMercado of
the ESSA'
'
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"Why are
wasting our time,
if you were not
going to listen to
the students, and if
the decision was
already made ? "
-Student Rory
Dunn
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In a document, university Security
Director Jose A. Elique describes the
circumstances under which SAFE
Teams will be deployed at a campus:
Major emergencies at the
colleges;
Large demonstration or protests;
Civil unrest, takeovers of college
'property or .incidents of potential
disruption to classes or
administrative college functions;
I k
Large college functions, i e
parties;
k
Performances or spea ers
herei

ere

One, conducted in spring of
1993, circulated 5,800 questionnaires, of wh ich 60 percent, or
from page one
3,480, were returned. Baruch's
curren t enrollment is approxiunnece-ssary, and merely re- mately 15,300, accordirigto Regdistributes the number of istrar Thomas McCarthy.
The survey was broken down
classes currently available, motivated only by the political em- by class, but found that approxibarrassment of maintaining a mately 40 percent of survey rehalf-empty campus on Fridays. spondents could take courses on
The survey found,
A petition circulated by the Fridays.
Day Session Student Govern- therefore, that a percentage
ment- has garnered 3,000 stu- equal to 40 percen t of less than
dent signatures opposing the a quarter of the current enrollchange.
ment support Friday classes.
About 100 facu lty members
A second survey of students
overwhelmingly voted to ap- currently taking classes on Friprove aj-e solut.ion condemning days found that 70 percent of
the administration's decision to them would con tin ue to take
implement a new course sch-ed- classes on Fridays, but 65 peruling grid next semester, 'but cent of them also said they would
the vote was overruled by Presi- take a Friday class only if it
dent Matthew Goldstein.
were the only available course.
"[T]he General Faculty of Currently 3,300 students take
Baruch College recommends the Friday classes, but 50 percent
continuance of the current are studying English as a Secscheduling system," stated the ond Language, and 15 percent
resolution, which was proposed are studying remedial math,
by Professor John Todd, chair of leaving only 1,160 in mainthe English Department, at a stream. academic courses. This
special faculty meeting on Oc- survey was therefore based on
tober 19.
70 percent of less than oneThe resolution was passed eighth of the student body in
nearly unanimously, with one mainstream academic courses.
vote against and six abstentions
The change, according to
by the attending professors, just Goldstein, is being implemented
. under a quarter of Baruch's 440 to stave offan impending schedfull-time faculty.
uling crises next semester: with
The administration's posi- the closing of the East 24th
tion that most students support Street building, the college will
the change and have no objec- not have enough space to schedtions to attending class on Fri- ,ule the number of classes for
-' days is based on two surveys . . the current number of studerits .:
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By Tamim Islam
The'-Security Initiat ive calls squads. Currently there are 33 the screening, selecting and o
cr
A new security team dubbed for deploying more centrally-. people in this squad including training of the CUNY security CD
....
pool from the university's bud- N
the Special Assistance for hired CUNY security guards in three team leaders.
U1
The principal funding for get. Besides the basic CUNY
·Events (SAFE) team has been the college campuses, rather
implemented in the City Uni- than relying on private security SAFE comes from different col- security training done at John
versity of New York (CUNY),
agencies, or "rent-a-cops." The leges' security budgets because -Jay College, the SAFE team reAccording to New York City members of the SAFE team are the members are a-ctually on the ceives advanced training from
Police - (NYPD)
Captain peace officers, a type of officer college payrolls, not the the NYPD's DIsorder Control
Raymond McDermott, in a let- to which state law grants lim- university's. According to Unit at their facilities in the
Roddini, the university pays for Bronx.
ter to Jose A. Elique, university ited police 'powers.
director of security and public
Peace officers are empowsafety, some of the areas in ~red to make arrests, although
which SAFE is trained are there was some apparent confu"building clearing techniques," sion about that at CUNY's cen"use of flex cuffs," and "mass tral headquarters at 535 E. 80th
arrest procedures."
St.
The SAFE team was de"Our SAFE Team can not
ployed at the City College sit-in make any arrests, I'm positive,"
on April 11 and 12, where they said Pam Bayless of.the CUNY
assisted the NYPD in arresting media relations office,
44 hunger-strikers protesting
But her words were contrathe budget cuts, and at the dicted by Roddini. "All levelHunter College rally on March three security officers at CUNY
15, where eight were arrested.
are peace officers, meaning they
•.
Recently they were deployed have the power to arrest," he
at Lehman College when, the said. "These peace officers are
Secretary General of the United sworn in with the licensing deNations addressed a student partrnent of the police departgathering.
ment and are under the aus"They could be deployed at p~cesofthePoliceCOtnmissioner
any campus where there, ~s a of NYPD,"
need for extra security due to
"The president.. .is the only
any special event," said Martin one to request the SAFE team
'
Roddini, deputy university di- [operate on a campus]", said: •
rector of security and public Baruch President Ma tt h ew
safety. "The team's existence . Goldstein. "SAFE cannot come
came about from' a need to bet- in a campus with out his re.
ter coordinate intra-college se- quest." Roddini concurred with
•
curity stemming from various Goldstein.
te rmine
incidents over t h e years where
When deployed in a carnpus
W
CO ege,..oJJ lela s
e
there was a need for extra secu- the SAFE Team ~ill alway.s be
+. t
rity personnel in one campus."
accomp-aniedby.DlrectorEh~u~ t
'lS
The SAFE squad consists of or by Deput!HD~:~~r~~d~dhelnl.l~ ,..
,_~_'_o_,"
' '_' ......__ '_._~.~' '
'
~.,.-:-_~_ ,__ ..
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The
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' -33 of the e Ite mem ers o .
_
.
.
'_~YJ~~_~_!. .. !,!,~ __ ,__,~_ ,_..'__ ,
....' - -- ~ ..... --, --" ~----,. -----,- '.
--" .........
CUNY s'ecurity force chosen ' efforts WIth the campus secufrom the various colleges.
rity. Onceo.ncam~us,theteams •
con Ilion W ,ereln
e c
.
The team is part of Chancel- first directives ~Ill come. from
.
lor W, Ann Reynolds' CUNY theCollegePre~ldentor~Is/her
~
ity Initiative a reorgani- designee. Once the task IS set,
z:~~r~ of university security Elique or Roddin~ will dec~de
nel and procedures fol- how the orders WIll be car-r-ied
,+.
i:~~:;severalyearsof protests out, according to Roddini.
lC
against the state-imposed budThe SAFE. members are,
get cuts that have plagued the level-three secur-ity:staff, o~ SerOil
university ~r the last se~ral geants,s~lectedfromthedl~r- L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ent college campus s acur i ty
years.
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CUNY Institutes Special NYPD-Trained Security Squad
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Do You' Feel SAFE?

The Grid War
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SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
Scholarship applications are available for the Belle Zeller award
and many other prestigious national scholarships. Interested
students must have a GPA over 3.5 and a record of community
participation. Applications are available thru mid-November in
room 1704 of 360 Park Avenue South.
OPEN HOUSE
The City University Graduate School and University Center
----Witt hold an open house to provide undergraduates with information on graduate courses of study, on Thursday, October 26,1:00
to 5:00 p.m., at 33 W. 42nd St. Fellowships, financial aid and the

,

APlUCH

In designing academic programs and support systems,
Baruch has been blessed with faculty and staff, who have consistently sought to listen to students
and answer their needs. Let me
share with you a brief overview of
some of the ways the College has
responded to the changing interests and needs of students with
new initiatives and innovative
plans for the future.
Some students come to the
College underprepared in essentialareas of study. For those students who enter Baruch needing
"academic catch-up," we have established a Student Academic
Consulting Center, a model devised by a faculty committee working closely with Provost Cronholm.
The Center will link tutoring with
academic departments 'and help
coordinate academic advisement.
Professor George Otte of our English department recently led a
university task force on academic
~s

--

D.PARnM.~RmANlzAnaN.

Day Session Student Government (see above under Day Session Student Government)
Evening Session Student Association: essa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Graduate Student Assembly: gsa@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Hillel Foundation of New York: hillel_foundation@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Newman Catholic Center: newman_center@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Student Computer Services Unit: scsu@scsu.sitea.baruch.c\lny.edu
STUD.NT NII\NBPAP. . . .
The Graduate Voice: the.-,graduate_voice@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
C\e Reporter: the~reporter@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
The Ticker: the_ticker@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
UBTS. . .VIE. . .
Day Session Student Government: dssg@listserver.scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu
Note: To subscribe to a listserver, send an e-mail message to the listserver address shown above with SUBSCRIBE as the subject.

aTHEFI INTEFINET -8EFIVICEB
WII• •. , . . .
Baruch College: http://bbweb.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu/
Baruch College School of Business: httpt/zbus.barueh.euny.edu
City University of New York: http://www.cuny.edu/
Student Computer Services Unit: COMING SOON!!!

.-.ATu...a a ...AJIITM.NT DfII T~

flDRTNImH-r
CISDepartment~«ld Wide Web Home Page (C~net):http://bU8.bttruch.cunY.edtllci$netl"-

_ _ -

~.-

e

THE STATE OF THE COLLEGE

Program Planning...

INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIPS
The Weissman Center- for International Business at Baruch
College is now accepting applications for internships in international business. Baruch students in the upper class .and at MBA
levels are encouraged to apply. Internships are not limited to
students specializing in international business. For moreinformatron Dr. Marie Manca at the Weissman Center, Baruch College, Box F-1339, New York, NY 10010, or call (212) 802-6730.
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STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
A voluntary group health insurance program, underwritten by
Group Health Incorporated, is available for students carrying six
or more credits ofcourse work. For information, contact the Office
of Student Life, Room 1512, 360 Park Ave. South, or the Student
Development Reception Center, Room 1704, 360 Park Ave. S.

.DNLINE @
.

,

President Matthew Goldstein delivered his annual State Of The College Address on
October 12,1995. Thefollowing text is excerptedfrom his speech.

admissions process will be discussed. Registration forms are
available outside of the Office of Student Life, Room 1512, 360
Park Ave. S.

SLAS OPEN HOUSE
Meet the deans, faculty and staff of the School of Liberal Arts
and Sciences at their annual open house for SLAS students, on
Tuesday, November 7th, from 1:15 to 2:30 p.m., at 17 J.exington
Ave., room 306. Recent graduates and a current ~enior will
discuss their successful college and professional experiences.
Refreshments will be served.

..
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This directory i~ maintained by the Student Computer Services Unit (SCSU), and pubHtilied b~ Tiae'ricker as a public service, The SCSU was - crea~d by the Be~ard M. Baruch College ~a~on, Inc',to provide organizations funded by the College Association with computer-related ,
services. To submit Baruch College related e-m811 information, questions, or to report difficulties errors or omissions in this directory pIe S en
., d
e-mail to scsu@scsu.sitea.baruch.cuny.edu.Pleasenotethatduetothelimited nature of the SCStJ's ~date and resources the SCSU'd a. e st
.
(such
e-rnail ~ccounts, and di18l
'
- the general College community. Also,
,0
0 note
8 that
no
provi.d e services
~u~ as
a~ e-mai
-up connections,
and Internet access) to
please
due to the .space Iimitations of this page, the featured department section will be published on a rotating basis, and at the discretion of the SCSU
and The Ticker.
•

e,

cess behind dramatic performances. Among many musical
events at the College, The Aaron
Silberman Concert Series
fea•
tures an on-going roster of stellar
musical groups, including one 1 try
never to miss, The Alexander
String Quartet. One of the aims
of the new department will be to
discover ways to integrate these
diverse arts and music activities
with other academic programs in
the different schools. This past
year, the Mishkin Gallery and
the English Department led the
way by coordinating an art exhibit
"Painting in Poetry [and] Poetry in
Painting: Wallace Stevens and
Modern Art" with an evening of
poetry readings by leading poets in
honor of Wallace Stevens - a collaboration that was widely heralded and wonderfully received.
The School of Arts and Sciences is also considering an innovative plan called The Emerging
.Democz-acfes Project. The
Project's goal is to develop a new
academic initiative that will explore the complex relationship be-

the Center evolves, we will be ies and economic development.
guided by its findings.
Designed by faculty members in
This year, faculty and admin- the Political Science Department,
istrators are also working to ex- it will bring undergraduate stupand the College's responsiveness -dents from countries in political
to those students who come to and economic transition - like
Baruch better prepared and able South Africa, Russia, and Brazilto study at a _m~re _complex. level. _. "to studyat BaruchCollegefor one
For these advanced students, we year. In conjunction with our Inare currently developing an Hon- ternational Student Office, the
ors Program. With all three Department has already begun to
Schools participating in the pro- raise funds and to organize procegram, we look forward to offering dures for recruiting students. I see
honors courses in a range of disci- this planning effort working closely
plines. Professor Susan Locke has with the Weissman Center for Inagreed to serve as chair of a Plan- ternational Business.
ning Committee, which will link
Three years ago, in response to
its work with the Faculty Senate's the emerging interest of students
Honors Committee.
in Asian history, literature, and
Another College-wide-initiative business affairs, we began to reis the- establishment of the searchthedevelopmentofanAsian
Abraham J. Briloff Prizes. and Asian-American Studies
Named in honor of Baruch's pro- Program. By this Spring, we will
fessor emeritus, Abraham Briloff, be ready to launch the program
the prizes will recognize outstand- with existing faculty teaching
ing work by faculty and students in courses already on the books, and
the field of business ethics. In to offer students a minor in Asian
organizing funding for these and Asian-American Studies. The
awards, 1 proudly acknowledge the next step will be to examine what
expert leadership of Mr. Charles new courses ought to be added and
R. Dreifus, devoted alumnus' and developed. At this early stage, we
Trustee of our Baruch College anticipate that the program will
Fund.
feature a special component that
One of our most exciting devel- focuses on the evolving Asian maropments this year in the School of ketplace.
Arts and Sciences is our new DeOur School ofPublic Affairs,
partment of Fine and Perform- after just one year on the academic
ing Arts, which brings three for- scene, is already living up to its
mally distinct units (Art, Music, promise.. _Through careful planand the Theater component of the ning, it has addressed the changSpeech Department) together. As ing needs of our ~dergraduate
one department, Fine and Perform- and graduate students in the
ing Arts can integrate its .~trengthsmulti-facetedarenas of public adand reinforce the already dynamic ministration, higher education adarts and humanities presence on 'ministration, labor relations, _and
campus.
public policy. This past year,
The Jean Ooeteau Reper- through a roster ofimpressive contory-in-residence, now in its ferences and degree program inifourth year at Baruch, continues to tiatives too long to report in detail,
work theatrical wonders by expos-. the school established itself as a
ing students to the intricate pro- significant new member of the na-

tional public affairs community. we are in a good position to secure CJ1
The school also established the further funding, and we have al- -'"
<0
Baruch-Harris Survey Unit, in ready requested additional support <0
CJ1
collaboration with Louis Harris and from the University to complete
Associates. In its first year, the , similar upgrading for the rest of
unit conducted surveys and analy- the College at 18th Street.
Also supported by a grant from
ses for the New York State Association of Counties and the His- Borough President Messinger and
panic Federation ofNew York, both supplemental funding from the
of which received coverage in The University is a project to install
New York Times and other national video conferencing and distance
media. This year, the school will learning capabilities at -the Colserve as host institution for the lege. This semester, we are installvideo
Urban Affairs Annual Confer- ing equipment for
ence, which will draw approxi- . conferencing in the Small Busimately 400 scholars and practitio- ness Lab and at the 25th Street
nersfrom around the U.S., Canada, building, as well as with local busiand Europe. Another conference nesses at satellite facilities in the
planned for March will be a retro- Bronx. This exciting tool will soon
spective of the administration of allow us dial-up access to facilities
Abe Beame which we expect will within CUNY, throughout the nagarner attention throughout the tion, and the world.
- Thanks to the expert guidance
city.
and cooperation of our Mathematics faculty and staff, we have also
completed a significant expansion
of our computer lab facility in the
Math Department; in fact, we've
more than doubled technological
facilities in this department. We
have added 24 fully equipped Power
Macs with DOS-compatible cards
so machines can act as both Apple
and IBM-compatible platforms. We
have upgraded existing IBM computer equipment; installed connections to local area rret.wor'ks; and
are in the-process ofconnecting all

Technology
Improvement...

'Math--facl1lty- C&lDputer5"-te-~-_·-

Internet. Not forgett.ing thatra bad
chair or unsteady table can ruin an
experience with even the best of
computers, we have even purchased new furniture.
To better inform the broadest
possible audience of Baruch's many
opportunities and activities, we are
in the process of developing an official College home page on the
World Wide Web. As many of you
know, the Web is now the single
most extensive computer networking and information vehicle available on-line. By placing information about Baruch on the Web, we
are using one of the greatest vehicles around for disseminating
information, recruiting and attracting potential students, and promoting ourselves in the wider
world. I am delighted that the
School of Business has already developed its first Internet home or
Web page which offers a complete
description of the School, its departments, facilities, courses, and
programs, and specifically targets
potential graduate students. Thus
far, the Business School'S Web page :
is probably the most comprehen- -~
sive at The City. University ofNew :York.
At Baruch, our aim is not only
to give students the technological j]
instruments they need to communicate, but to offer them the opportunity to learn the academic skills
they need to acquire knowledge,
develop ideas, and to express themselves with confidence and clarity
- whether locally or t~ audience on the other side1>'fthe~rld.
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You ~on't:find ItIn the 'SCHEDULEOF CLASSES tb.issernester.

('

Yoh can't REGISTER for it.

You can't even get CREDIT for it.

But it's the most importan.~.pa.rtof your college' career.
Because e~ven 1f you tisve a GPA 4.0,' If you don't: have leadership.skills....
'.' you WO~ t get that JOB and no MONEY~
.

said, Ray Mercado, vice-presi- get.
On April 22, 1969, the City dent 'for external affairs for
Not a sirigle student he deUniversity of New York (CUNY) Baruch's Evening Session Stu- fended was expelled.
was hit by some of the greatest dent Assembly, who wasone of
McGuire, now ~7 years old,
was
born on the Lower East Side
incidents of student strife in its 19 students arrested at a Bronx
history.
Community College protest in and raised in a housing project
When African-American 1992. McGuire gathered re- in the Bronx.
When McGuire attended
and Hispanic students staged a spected CUNY faculty members
CCNY in the late 1960s, the stustudent strike to force the pre- to testify on behalf of the 19.
During the 1991 strikes, dent body was 92 percent white.
dominantly white university to
change its admission policies, when students protested the "The majority of black and
RoV McGuire, a political sci- pending budget cuts by attempt- . Puerto Rican students who came
ence student at the Ci.ty Col- ing to close the uni versi ty, to City College in the '60s were
lege of New York (CCNY), was McGuire realized that many of SEEK students," he .said. That
one of the few white students the students, if expelled, would meant that they had non-manot make it back to school and triculant status - they could
"who marched with them.
McGuire, then 21, was ex- that it was a life and death situ- not participate in extracurricupelled from the college for his ation for them, he said. He de- lar activities or sports teams or
cided to do what he could to serve on student governments.
involvement in the strike.
McGuire dislikes the lack of
"That strike:.. changed my life ensure that these students reand made me who I am today," ceived the representation he was empathy for the oppressed, he
said, and sees empathy as being.
unable to get in the '60s.
said McGuire.
That year, McGuire de- the most important human trait.
Who he is today is a matter
He notes that CUNY began
of opinion. The university ad- fended almost 200 students who
ministration, no doubt, sees had protested at colleges to charge admission in 1976, the
McGuire as a thorn in their side, throughout CUNY, despite a first year that the majority of
hut to many politically active court injunction ordering them the incoming students were nonstudents, McGuire is the Will- to cease their activities. "It is white. He questions the issue,
iam Kunstler of CUNY, an at- the biggest mass defense I've saying that if free tuition could _
be given to white students betorney on a' one-man crusade' ever led," said McGuire.
His defense was a stroke of fore then why couldn't it be given
for students arrested at today's
genius: he called, as witnesses, to African-American and Hisdemonstrations and -facing like McGuire in 1969 - expul- 'professors and community ac- panic students as well? "The
tivists who testified that the problem with CUNY is not just
s i on .
"He confounded the (CUNY) students who struck were, in funding, the problem with
_administration with his legal fact, trying to keep CUNY open, . CUNY is a problem of racism
prowess, and forced them to and the parties who were guilty and human rights," he said.
Although he has had virtu·hold an open hearing, instead of trying to close it were those
of doing it behind closed doors," who were trying to cut its bud- ally no support from his col-

-

ee
.

leagues in the legal profession,
he says he plans to continue
fighting as long as he has the
strength.
After his expulsion from
CUNY, he moved to California
where he majored in black studies at Laney College. He continued .his studies at Berkeley,
where he received his B.A. in
economics. While there, he was
involved in anti-war movements. He then returned to New
York, where he attended the law
school at New York University.
"There was a real need for
lawyers
who
understood
grassroot movements," he said.
He added that one of the problems with law is that it cuts you
off from the people who are not
in the upper enclaves of society.
Angel Ponce, a Baruch student who was arrested at a protest which closed the Brooklyn
Battery Tunnel on April 25 this
year, said that McGuire made
an important contribution to the
protest.
"We needed not only protesters, but people in the background for legal support ," said
Ponce.
To McGuire, the legal support that he provides, in turn
provides him with a reward.
"1 tike seeing the future reflected in the faces and lives of
my' clients," said McGuire.
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Attorney Ron McGuire, Expelled For Protesting In '69, Fights For Students' Rights
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Rapping With Slide Hampton
In The Village Vanguard Kitch.en

By Juanita Howard and
C\J
Myron Schwartzman
CD
.c
Professors Juanita Howard
o
ts and Myron Schwartzman reo cently got the chance to interview Slide Hampton, whose Bird
Big Band is sch~led to give a
workshop, followed by a 1 :00
p.m. concert in the Baruch College auditori um at 17 Lexington
Avenue on Thursday, November
9. The interview was at the Village Vanguard on Hampton's
second night ofperformance, just
before the band ripped apart the
house with such Charlie Parker
classics as Confirmation, KoKo, and Parker Moods. An
edited transcript follows, modified slightly by the constraints
of space and continuity:
to
~

Schwartzman: Last time I
heard the band here at the Vanguard, it was the "Dedicated to
Diz". time.
Hampton: That was our Dizzy
year. Now we're into our Bird
year. Maybe next year, it'll be
[TheoloniousJ Monk or somebody like that. This has been
very exciting, the Charlie
Parker music; we've enjoyed it
very much. We didn't know what
to expect, but after we got into
it, it's been a lot of fun.
Schwartzman: When you arrange Charlie Parker's music,·
what do you strive for?
Hampton: The music we were
playing of Dizzy's often had been
arranged for large ensemble before; we had a strong guide. But
with Charlie Parker, most of his
music hasn't been arranged for
a large ensemble, so it was completely new. So all of the arrangers in the band took one or
two songs each and did orchestrations on them, rather than
me writing all of the music. It's
been very interesting; we're surprised with what they've come
up with. Much different than
the Dizzy Gillespie music, but
we do keep some of that concept
just to show the relationship
between the two different periods.
Schwartzman: Slide, ~u
were of Bird's generation?
Hampton: He was a little
older than 1. He would have been
seventy-five this year, and I'm
sixty-three .
met him, and I
heard him in person once. I lived
on 126th Street behind the
Apollo Theater, and of course
Bird had played the Apollo. I
happened to run into him on the
street one day, and he was very
nice to me and very encouraging. He had always been a big
inspir-at.ion to all of us.
Howard: Bill Miles, who
made the documentary "I Remember Harlem," lived on 126th
Street behind the Apollo Theater.
Hampton: A long time ago, it
was a nice street back there.
Very peaceful, and safe. There

.r

~--------------"

Jazz great Slide Hampton

were always a lot of musicians
living at my place, we had a
very small place, but a lot of
musicians lived there.
Schwartzman: Were you
trained formally?
Hampton: No, I wasn't. Some
of my brothers had formal training, but I am self-taught, and of
course my family were all musicians. My father taught us all
basically, and we were raised in
a very strong musical environment. Indianapolis was a very
intense musical environment,
very supportive: supported by
the people there,· arid a lot of
musicians. Indianapolis also
was a city that was one of the
main booking agents of that period, the' 40s and the 50s. All of
the bands had to come there for
something, to get contracts,
money, and they played Indianapolis too. So that was the environment we were raised in, it
was very for t.u na teY
Howard: How old were you
when you came to New York?
Hampton: When I came to
stay in New York, I must have
been in my early twenties. The
family came when I was twenty
years old and we played
Carnegie Hall, and then we
came back a year or so later and
we played the Apollo Theater
and the Savoy Ballroom. I tried
to talk my family into staying in
New York, but they didn't want
to leave. They wanted to go back
to Indianapolis, but from that
time on, my main objective in
life was coming back to New
York. So as soon as I could get
back to New York, I came. Buddy
Johnson [the bandleader and
saxophone player] actually
brought me back to New York
with his band. A lot of people
don't know much about him in
this period, but he was a great
composer, a very fine pianist,
andra--hell of a nice guy, too.
Ver§ unusual to have that combination in one human being.
He gave me a lot of opportunities to write and to play: helped
me a lot. Gave me an apartment
in New York.
I

Schwartzman: Was trombone your first instrument?
Hampton: 1 started playing
trumpet first, and they didn't
have any trombone players in
the family band, so they said
'We need a trombone player,
you'll have to play trombone.'
Howard: How many were
there in the family?
Hampton: Well, there were
my father and mother, and four
sisters and five brothers. [It was
a] big family. My father was an
incredible man. He was an art~ ist, he was a, musician, a car%penter.
He was just a fabulous
t.I
:E man. He really kept us on the
~ straight and narrow.
e Howard:
And everybody
~
.
played an Instrument.
Hampton: Everybody had to
be in t he family band at some
point. That was a must in that
family.
Schwartzman: And who were
your favorite trombone-players
when you were young?
Hampton: Okay, when I came
up it was the big band period,
with thousands of musicians on
every instrument. I was listening to Lawrence Brown,
Trummy Young and Tricky Sam
[Nanton],just hundreds of guys
actually. The trombone at that
time was quite popular, because
the thing that few people nowadays realize is that a lot of the
people we think of as great soloists were actually a part of those
big bands, they didn't get to play
very long, but they played wonderful solos. And then there was
Tommy Dorsey and Jack
Teagarten. All these people were
playing together from time to
time, and it was a much different environment than it is now.
Howard: When did you go in to
recording?
Hampton: I guess about '54
when I came to New York" and
began to become known on the
music scene here. There were a
lot of musicians [making their
livings in various ways]. Some
were studio musicians who made
their livings recording, while
others combined recording work
with going on the road. I joined
Lionel Hampton after I left
Buddy Johnson, and came to
New York for a while, and
started doing some recording,
writing, and playing.
Howard: Did you prefer studio or-travel?
Hampton: Well, travel at that
time to me was exciting. The
studio has never been a real love
of mine, but I've done some re- '
cording. I guess I prefer staying
at home and practicing; that's
what I really prefer. Oh these
clubs! And not on the road, no
more the road. And now we're
flying all the time - you'd think
Continued on next page

'The Whole Nine
Yardbirds'
The Baruch College Jazz
Committee has planned a series of .on-campus performances and discussions to
celebrate the 75th birthday
of the late jazz legend
Charlie "Yardbird" Parker
(1920-1955).
• November 2, 1 to 2:30
p.m.: Phil Schaap, peripatetic encyclopedia of Charlie
Parker's life and music, and
long-time deejay on WKCR,
one of New York's top jazz
radio stations, joins Walter
Bishop, Parker's last pianist
and a poet in his own right,
in a performance/discussion
spotlighting ''The Genius

of Charlie "Yardbird"
Parker," at the Nallin RecitalHall, 17 Lexington Ave. ,
12th floor. Space is limited,
so RSVP as soon as possible
to
Professor
J uani ta
Howard, department of sociology and anthropology,
box 511, or call 387-1700.
• 'November 9, 11:10 a.m.'
to noon: Baruch College
hosts the fourth annual Milt

Hinton Perspectives in
Jazz Workshop, featuring
an ornithological, workahop
("Bird" watching and listen-

ing} ·attheNan~n'Recit-al.
Hall, 17 Lexington Ave.,
12th floor. Space is limited,
so RSVP as soon as possible
to
Professor
Juanita
Howard, department of sociology and anthropology,
box 511, or call 387-1700.
• November 9,1:15 to 2:45
p.m.: Slide Hampton and

the Jazz Masters present
"Big Bird Band," a big
band adaptation of the music of Charlie ''Yardbird''
Parker. The concert will be
followed by a reception for
band members in the Skylight Lounge.
• The William and Anita
Newman Library, East 25th
Street between Lexington.
and Third avenues, is featuring a display of books,
photos, artwork and records
devoted to Charlie Parker,
in the main room.
~ In addition, thejazz com-

mittee will sponsor two
films: "Bird," directed by
Clint Eastwood and starring
Forrest Whittaker
as
Charlie Parker, and "Cel-

ebrating Charlie Parker,"
a jazz documentary based
on the book by Gary Giddens.
Times and dates to be announced, so watch for them.
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By Karen Sheppard
Try to imagine if you will,
Baruch College with accelerated
B.A.lM.A. programs, or where
students and staff meet regularly to decide on matters of
policy.
At this time, there are probably many cynics who are saying that these ambitious goals
will never be realized, but they
could be, at the Baruch of the
future, according to the new
dean of the School of Liberal
Sciences (SLAS).
Dean Alexandra Logue, who
since June has held the reins of
the SLAS, has replaced former
Dean N orm~n Fainstein, who
stepped down at the end of last
semester.
SLAS dean is only one of the
many hats Logue wears: in addition, she manages the demands of a family, has written a
book, and has done extensive
research.
Logue studied at Harvard
University, graduating with a
Ph.D. in experimental psychology. Logue considers herself to
be a "scientist of behavior" - in
particular, choice behavior. She
has conducted extensive research into, among other topics,
impulsiveness versus self control in the individual, and the
influence ofemotion on self control for food. The dean has also
authored , "book -entItled.. "Th~ ..
I

a

Slide
From (acing page

that would be easy, but it's not,
it's really a lot of pressure on
me flying from different scenes.
Schwartzman: How long has
this band been together?
Hampton: We've been together since we made the first
a lburn [dedicated to Di z}, and
we get together periodically and
do tours, you know. But these
musicians in the band are all
band leaders - you can't have
them all year. We're lucky to
have them. But we have that
very long tour coming up in the
fal l [ending at Baruch College].
So you'll have the benefit of all
those months of rehearsals before we get to your concert.
Howard: When did you begin
teaching?
Hampton: That mainly
started when I came back from
Europe. I moved to Europe in
'68 and came back in '76 .... 1 lived
in Paris, then Berlin, then
Amsterdam. And it was quite
an experience, I must say. The
time when I went to Europe,
pop music was dominating the
scene here - they had it sewed
up. A lot of [jazz] musicians at
that time emigrated to Europe.
First I went over to play with
Woody Herman for two weeksin
England, and then a friend of

dents, in an attempt to arrive at
tenable solutions, she said.'
.Also on Logue's agenda is
tapping outside sources offunding for tfie continued development of the faculty and SLAS
programs. The dean has also
implemented programs to assist
the faculty in teaching large
classes effectively.
Though new to the -college,
she has already. made an imgpression: she has been inducted
.5 as an .honorary member of the
~ Golden Key Society. Students
-5 who have yet to meet the dean
"'~<....~&
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~will
soon have the opportunity
through a Student Advisory
Dean Alexandra Logue of the School ofLiberal Arts and Sciences.
Board that she plans to set up to
Psychology of Eating and Drink- .st ill makes trips to her lab there foster .better communication
ing," which was named "Science to complete research projects.
between staff and students.
Book of the Year-1995," by a
With a background in psy_·
A proposal to introduce acGerman scientific journal. chology, one is left to wonder celerated B.A.lMA. programs in
Dean Logue has also been pre- why Logue should opt for a posi- psychology is already getting
sented with the Hake Award by tion in a school with a reputa- the dean's full attention. The
the American Psychological As- tion as a business college. But program, ifimplemented, would
sociation for "excellence in according to Logue, business has allow some students to complete
bridging basic and applied re- long been a subject of interest combined undergraduate and
search."
to her, money management in graduate degree programs in
She comes to Baruch after particular.
five years. The plan, though is
17 year-s as a faculty member of
About 10 years 'ago, Dean still in its embryonic stages.
State University of New York at Logue applied and was accepted
The dean sees her role at
Stonybrook, the last three as to graduate program in 'busi- the SLAS as a force to "market
chair of the psychology depart- ness at Colombia University, academia," or playa part in rement.
although she was unable to at- storing higher education to the
After applying in April and tend because of time con- position of eminence it once enundergoing extensive inter- straints. In this time of cut- joyed and make it more appealviews, she was called unexpect- backs and adjustment, she is ing for both students and facedly in June. Because her' work eager to delve into 'the issues ulty members.
.~
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mine who lived in Europe asked est classical mUSICIans knew
me to come on over and play how to improvise. And in
some concerts on the Continent. America it was Louis Armstrong
The conditions they offered were who made people aware of how
so overwhelming in comparison important improvisation is.
wi th anything I had ever expe- Prior to that, people felt that
rienced that I stayed for eight the music either had to be writyears! It was wonderful. I played ten or just played, and Louis
mostly for radio and television. showed that great music can be
There is a system of cultural played spontaneously. And that
houses in Europe, funded by the started this whole thing that
various governments, particu- we're in now.
larly France - it was money
Howard: I understand that
specifically budgeted for jazz. this band is intergenerational.
So we played ,a lot of those con- How did that come about?
Hampton: At first there was
certs, and thejazz festivals, television shows and radio shows- the feeling that we should use
they have a lot of live music all young musicians. It's been
radio in Europe. As a meteor of happening both in American and
fact I was told yesterday about Europe that the great older mua radio orchestra in Hamburg sicians are starting to be disre[Germany]. It's been in exist- garded.' I knew that was a misence for years. They bring in take.
Howard: One more question:
composers, and you write music
for that orchestra and then play When you talk to young people
it with them. They have big bud- today about jazz, what do you
say to them?
gets for that stuff.
Hampton: Well, I try to give
Schwartzman: Do you prefer
improvisation, arrangi ng, or them a sense of some of the experiences I've seen over a pecomposition?
Hampton: The most .impor- riod of development of jazz and
tant of those is improvisation- try to get them to realize just
the other two follow from it. One how important it is. It's not just
of the greatest musicians before a thing for our entertainment
Charlie Parker was Johann - it's that too - but jazz serves
Sebastian Bach. He was a great a very important mission in soimproviser. You see, a lot of ciety. A lot of the peace, harpeople who deal with classical mony, and ability to communimusic can't deal with it unless cate with each other in this
it's wr'it.ten down. But the great- country has come about because

of that music: jazz brought
people together from all "different areas in peace. It's one of
the only things in this country
that is undertaken in the name
of peace. I'd like people to know
that musicians like Louis
Armstrong are far more important in their lives than they will
ever realize. They might not
even have been here today if it
hadn't been for people like that.
Louis brought together people
from all different races and
backgrounds in peace in a way
that made them realize that they
had something in common.

Juanita Howard, chair of the
department of sociology and
anthropology, and Myron
Schwartzman, professor of English and journalism, are cochairs of the Baruch jazz committee.
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Baruch was rated last year one of the top commuter colleges in the country commuter being the operative word. Baruch is not Temple University, Provost Lois
Cronholm's former employer. Scheeuling policies that applied to Temple aren't
applicable here.
. .
The administration's decision to institute a grid that would require students to
attend school five days per week is a mistake, and wall cost students a day available
for work, and Iirnit the faculty's time for research.
The majority of students at Baruch work to pay tuition, and depend on so-called
'days off' from school to earn a living. For an administrator with a $100,000 yearly
salary, it may be difficult to construe the loss of a workday as a financial hardship, but
it is to those whose salaries are considerably less.
The grid change has been overwhelmingly rejected by students and faculty. A
.facul ty resolution in support of the current schedule was approved by both the Faculty
Senate and the Professional Staff Congress. The Day Session .Student Government, in
just two weeks, obtained 3,000 student signatures opposing the change. It obviously
isn't a case of just a few malcontents fighting the administration.
. Even members of the committee that was formed to study the matter and make a
recommendation have publicly stated that they had not yet reached a decision; they
needed more time to examine the data. Instead, after all the time they invested, the
committee was disbanded and the decision was made by the administration, prompting one faculty member to ask President Matthew Goldstein at a faculty meeting last
week: "Why did you waste our time?"
Ifth~ committee, faculty and students didn't make this decision, who did? Was this
decision that will affect the entire Baruch community made by only one or two people?
President Matthew Goldstein formally presented his plan to the community in two
town meetings, one for the students on Oct. 17, and one for the faculty on Oct. 19 - and
the administrati?n wouldn't have even done that if the co.mmunity hadn't demanded
an explan~n for a grid change enacted entirely behind its back.
Even th~ timing of the :q1eetings was an obvious attemptto ~tifle debate until the
grid chflnge was a done deal: departments had an Oct. 2 deadline to submit course
schedules for the Spring 1996 semester, yet the town meeting wasn't scheduled until
weeks later.
A student leaving the Oct. 17 meeting, disgusted by the lack of student input, loudly
pr.oclaimeq: "This isn't Baruch College,\it's
Cronholm College!"
.
The purpose ofa town meeting is direct democracy - a gathering of the community
to allow voices to be heard before a decision is made, not for the President to present
a unilateral directive.
In ramming this policy down the throats of students and faculty, the administration
has demonstrated a complete disregard for the needs and concerns of the community.
.
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President Reveals Details of Grid
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trove'rsy surrounding the schedule grid revision, one must wonder \vhether or no
this statement holds true at Ba-ruch any
more.
There is an attempt by the administration to change the schedule grid by spread
ing out the grid to include Friday'S. Thi
would allow the administration to bette
utilize classrooms on Fridays and squeez
in another slot for more sections.
In the Town Hall Meeting on October,
17 the administration announced its deci
sian to adopt and implement the.·new gri
in the spring semester and th.e followin
fall semester, BEFORE the students ha
the opportunity to explain how the .ne
grid would adversely affect their ability t
work and come to Baruch.

"... for a business
enterprise to be
<successful, there must be
full cooperation and
contribution from all
sides."
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same. This means that 'class sizes have
increased.
• Weare going to lose large class
space this spring, when the 24th street
building is closed for demolition to construct the new Site B building. Under the
current grid there would not be enough
classrooms available to schedule all of the
spring classes at the times which most
benefit students.

• Under the new grid, only about 15%
of all classes will involve a Friday schedule.
and that compares to 6C;(" which already meet
. . . t uuaents
d
,
d C not ",'ant
o n a .,...,
r r i.,
c ay. ;::,
wno
.? ;' j day cl ass e s S 11 0 u Id s till be a b 1e to fi n d
e no u z h o nt.io n s on the other o avs without
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Friday class .

• There w i l l be : ncrea'sed options for
rie p a r t.rn c n t.s :'0 schedule o n c evp e r-w e e k
classes on We o ne sdav morning. which might
b e of considerable interest to those students
'shu have v c rv r e s t.r i c r i v e wo r k <ch e du l e s.

offered
•
to a representative sample of one-third of
Baruch students in 1993 clearly indicated
that Friday classes were a reasonable option for a large percentage of students. For
those who don't want to take such classes or
have a work schedule that prohibits it, they
will still n(;'t likely have to, especially if they
are juniors or seniors and have priority registration.
• l"he
q'l"~t;onna;retha~'
<.,
~.e~_,.
1
~ji
l . \ 'a<;;;
"o

~.

In a complex scheduling situation no
decision will make everyone happy. I approved this new grid after careful consideration of many options, knowing that if we
didn't make such a change, worse problems
would likely develop. There is no perfect
~ 1- ~ . a goo d
' )) a ttempt..
.sou
gTJ• d ~s
~Wl
1 tion_=a..u.&.O

• If we preserved our current grid,
we would have to offer more classes outside of prime daytime hours. More studen tswould be· ·f-orce6 t~ take ~lasses·at
.
odd hours, n.ot be able 'to group their classes ·at an ilD:proved ·compromise. .
together, and have to reduce the number of
I believe that spirited discussion of
classes they take.
scheduling and other issues of con~ern is
• Under the current grid, the more ultimately good for us all. We will continue
than 3000 students who now have a Friday the dialogue.
class are not able to take a full roster of
other classes on that day, meaning that
they come to campus with little option for
taking more than one class. Under the
Matthew Goldstein
new grid, students who wish to fill out
President
their schedules will be able to take up to
e

Questions raised by students on th
validity of the surveys conducted in 1993,
and heavily relied upon by the administra
tion for the grid revision, were brushe
aside.
The administration tried to justify thi
change by explaining that the new gri
As the 'spotlight has been focusing ulty alike are free to achieve their goals. An
could pd'tentially add 150 sections but wit
mainly on the issue of a new class schedul- administration that fulfills its own goals and
the budget ax headed toward Baruch, it i
ing system, the administration has forgot- doesn't look at the needs of the entire college, is
far more likely that classes will be cu
ten what is important - the students. The a "regime" that just doesn't care about the instirather than added, as this statement trie
grid war that has broken out i.n the Baruch tution it presides over.
to imply.
Community is not benefiting anyone, but
The administration could have atone
Students must also look to resurrect this situcausing bitter rivalries. and dividing the
for past mistakes, such as the lack of con
college. Everyone should put aside their ation by joining together and letting President
sultation with students for feedback thi
differences and do what is best for the Goldstein know that they want to take part in
semester and inadequate surveys, by mak
students. The administration, instead of the decision-making process on issues directly
ing a conciliatory gesture and delaying th
.dividing and conquering, should work to- affecting them. Lets stop this foolish grid war.
implementation of the new grid to alIo
gether with the students and faculty, and
time for these issues to be addressed.
The students, the faculty, and the administrado what is best for the school.
Apparently, ~he administration is un
tion must find common ground and work to•
willing to do· so. A decision to implemen
Baruch has a respectable reputation to . gether as one. FQr if this great school is to
the new grid was probably re~ched befor
uphold. To do this, the college must con- remain the crown jewel of CUNY, such commuthe meeting, for whatever the reason. Bu
solidate its efforts into creating a comfort- nication breakdowns must be abolished. In the
clearly, the needs and concerns of the stu
able environment, where students and fac- end, Baruch must thrive and not be smothered.
dents were not part of this reason. The
The opinions ezpTessed on the Ezhale pages are those ofthe individ~ writers, and do not ..
are not the top priority, as the administra
necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staf(. .The Ticker aecepts oaly t~w~tten
tion claims.
and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publleation
The outcome of this issue is uncertai
ofExhale arlieles is contingent upo~ an editorial ~ard vote. Le.,tten must be no 1IIOTe that 350
but one thing is clear: Should this igno
words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters WJII not be publuhed. ~owever, when .
rance for the needs and concerns of stu
appropriate, names will be withheld upon reqlUBt. Write,.. .hould provide day and evenu'll
dents prove to be a trend, maybe it's time t
telephone numbertl. All su.biniai01lll are subject to editing for .pace and clGrily. Addre.. all
.opinion piecn and lette,.. to the E%hale editor.
.
bring in new management.

From t1JeJ1JifJJr...

Quote ofthe Fortnight
"Which one of you is on the power
. t~ip wanting to control this enti~
school?"
-DSSQ RepresentativeShijiChacko~
.
questioning the administration on the
grid change.

Take Heed

Ba r uch

-o

Around Baruch

The Ticker is published bi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The
Ticker editorial staff at
360 Park Ave. South, New
York, NY 10010, Room
1522 (Internet E-Mail
the_ ticker@scsu.sitea.
baruch.cuny.edu). All
work except printing is
done by Baruch undergraduate and graduate
students. All typed and
signed contributions and
letters are welcome, and
should be mailed to the
above address (or E-mail
address).
Our office is open during regular school hours.
Any display' advertising
questions should be directed to the advertising
Manager or Managing
Editor at the above address.
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We Shall Lift Up Our Eyes to~the Hills;
- From Whence Comes Our Help?
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By Tony Bello-Giwah

Sure enough the Simpson trial which had nantly the victims of spousal abuse, we overx
W
the whole nation transfixed, gave us enough look the fact that some men are victims too.
lessons to learn.
Over a thousand women die each year due to
The trial taught us how the poor and the domestic violence. Domesticabuse laws have
rich- are probably not the recipients of equal been tightened across the board. Fifty million
justice. As a wealthy man, O.J Simpson was dollars has been approved in the House of
able to hire a "dream team" of highly powered Representatives for the Violence Against
attorneys to defend him. There was enough- Women Act. Why do women stay in abusive
money to solicit the help of experts who poked relationships? The answer is simple. The
big holes in the prosecution's case. How much
justice can the ordinary man on the street get if
his life depended on it?
One of Judge Ito's greatest mistakes was
his inability to pull the plug on television coverage. The trial was over-sensationalized and
reduced to a circus by the media. The education
that we derive from televised trials does not
outweigh its defects. The media has no shame,
they will exploit a person's misery for their own
gains. They have turned despicable criminals degree of love far outweighs the desire to be
into celebrities. Who says it does not pay to extricated from an abusive relationship. The
commit crime?
answer to spousal abuse is not just laws, shelDomestic violence received heightened ters and money, it is for abusive people to seek
awareness when the grisly murders of Nicole help and corne to the realization that physical
and Ron Goldman was first learned about. In force is not the solution.
this day and age, one can not cease to imagine
The Simpson trial seriously polarized the
why-some people are subjected to physical abuse nation along racial lines. The majority ofwhites
in relationships. Unfortunately, Nicole was at reacted in shock to the not guilty verdict,
the receiving end of physical abuse ofO.J. The whereas the majority of blacks rejoiced. This
belief is that most abused women wind up all happened in a nation that is supposed to be
getting killed. Because women are predomi- indivisible.

''The degree oflove far
outweighs the desire to be
extricated from an .
abusive relationship."

Great Ideas

"Tending to the Kinfolk," The
.Solution to So Many Problems
By Kevin Degidon
Never in human history has a society such war debts from WWI and II., tried to fool citizens
as ours faced a myriad of deep social and eco- into thinking things were on the upswing. But
nomic problems all at once and survived.
when the Socialist Party redistributed the wealth,
We are a country with only a savings rate of the economy floundered, for the pie had been
1.5 percent, according to a Congressional record shrinking and it shrank much further. Are we
that came out last March 2. It is the lowest doomed to follow their lead?
savings rate in the industrial world, only one\Ve can go another way if we are willing to face
tenth ofJapan's. We have seen wages go down 20 difficult decisions that may help answer these
percent in the past 20 years adjusted for inflation. problems. To adequately solve a country's probWith cargo plains and other technological inno- lems, one must first examine history to find a
vations, it is increasingly easy and cost effective solution that does not. pose a conflict with the
for businesses to move manufacturing operations ethos of the culture. Throughout the Nineteenth
abroad or hire undocumented aliens in the U nited Century, Americans saw an incomprehensible
States.
boom in technology, wages increased as the deSimultaneously, we face major social up- mand for work increased. America became the
heavals as well. The number of latch-key chil- foundation for every invention from the electric
dren has exploded, while an increasing number light to the automobile. In a matter of decades
of families have two working parents. Their Americans picked. up on what took Great Britain
abandonment has contributed to a massive in- over a century to attain. In spite of all that, our
crease in juvenile crime even as crime in overall modem day scholars scoffat that Period and refer
is on the decline. Between 1988 and 1992 federal to those who toiled in its development as 'robber
crime statistics show an alarming increase of 47 barons.' If we cannot learn from our own history,
Percent in felonies committed by youths under how else are we to learn?
18. Similar statistics show that crime has gone
The answer to our problems may lie in the
down on average 8.1 Percent for neighborhoods in adjustment ofjust a few key laws. If we abolish
New York State with populations between 100,000 our current eight-huur work day of nine to five
and 1,000,000. When we reach the next baby- and replace it with a ten hour day of eight to six
boom hitting adolescence, it's only expected to and strike gender from hiring discrimination
exhilarate further.
laws we may help solve various social and ecoIn looking at the history ofsocieties similar to nomic problems. I sawthat jaw drop. This
ours, prospects for the future lookbleak. Through- suggestion may make those in the politically
out the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries, correct activist community shutter but it could
after having reached her apex, the Roman Em- help solve various problems such as abandonpire felt a need to convince citizens that the ment ofchildren, how you may ask, ifone parent
empire was still thriving by conquering new works longer than that parent will bring home
territory and offering "bread and circuses" to more money, making it less crucial for the other
them. Instead as a result the Roman Treasury parent to act the role as co-bread winner. With
bled and the people soon revolted. In the middle one parent tending to the kinfolk, families can
ofthis century, our mentor nation, Great Britain . eliminate the cost of daycare or baby sitters,
after having sold most of her gold supply to pay combiningthat with the breadwinner's additional
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The trial was a big opportunity for the
bigots in our midst to- try to further divide us
instead of building bridges over the already
existing racial division. It is amazing how far
bigots will go to criticize President Clinton for
not condemning the verdict. What kind of
president is he supposed to be? A president who
will bring people together or a president who
will further divide us?
The jurors who decided on the verdict in
less than four hours have been called names on
the dirty laundry list. They have been characterized as unintelligent and biased because
someone did not agree with their verdict. Ifthe
verdict had been guilty, then they would probably have been the most intelligent people on
the face of the earth. The idea that this is some
kind of payback is preposterous.
True indeed, Blacks have been shortchanged
by the justice system for far too long. But we
need to start questioning why we are discriminated upon. Why do cabs pass us by? If the
answer is because of our race, then how do we
explain why Black cab drivers do the same
thing to us? Is the cause something other than
race?
Racial healing is beyond the mundane.
Sometimes one wonders why we were created
differently, thereby given the potential for hatred. To make any significant progress towards
racial harmony, we must look up to God.
hours should more than compensate for the other
parent not working full time, hence it may also
help solve so our low savings crisis. Of course
many feminists may scream at the notion of one
parent (likely the mother) staying home. But few
deny in the case of a business there 'are always
divisions oflabor because thejobs that are needed
vary and therefore are given to different people of
the basis of skill and instinct. How could a sober
minded person deny that such divisions of labor
are needed for raising a family, is that not as
crucial? Why not allow the hunters hunt more so
that the gatherers may gather at the nest? Moreover, since Gloria Steinum insists the greatest
threats to women are their husbands she should
be the first to champion such a proposal, after all
ifmen are working longer they will have less time
and energy to raise a hand to their wives.
Labor unions of course, will also scoff at such
a proposal, after all they fought for the eight hour
day and for their members it would mean working longer or only being considered part-time.
Despite what they may say this plan should
improve life for most working people. The easing
of any regulation would erase an incentive for
businesses to employ non-Americans. The shrinking ofthe labor pool should lift wages slightly over
time as competition shrinks. Considering that
increasingly working-class people are working at
more than onejob to feed their families, the eight
hour day is in practice an imaginary regulation
anyhow. Increasing the work day should mean
that putting food on the table would be easier to
maintain with one longjob, that would cut transportation time and expenses thereby increasing
productivity.
America is no long gaining ground as we were
once upon a time and our federal government is
in debt nearly five trillion dollars. As The Good
Book says "For everything there is a season...a
time sow and a time to reap." Clearly this is a time
to sow. Hard work and long days are what build
America from the ground up, why should we be so
fatalistic to assume the same cannot be, done to
save it? Finally you may ask, if such a proposal
could solve so many problems, why has it not been
suggested until now? You should arrive at an
adequate answer should when you witness the
responses of SOme to this column.
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By Ed Viera, Jr.
It's 12:38 am. I've been sitting by the kitchen
window for approximately four hours. As I sit, I'm
gently caressing the graduation pictures from last
June, double-checkingthelastapplications tograduate schools west ofthe Mississippi and watchirigthe
hookers scrape up enough crack money by turning
tricks in the playground across the street. (Theoncebusty brunette, called "Diana," asked me ifI wanted
"a deep" for fifty cents the same day I moved to Kelly
Street. She called me amaricon because I turned her
down. Crack smoking has become a 24-7 way oflife
for her. The love shefeels for the all-consumingdrug
is so powerful that nothing else matters butfiguring
.put new ways of getting some more. The woman
lookslikeroadkill and reeks ofurine. EvenPimpand
Bitch, my pit bulls, begin to sneeze and growl every
time we passbythis microcosmofbumanpestilence.
Yet some people need to hit rock bottom before they
manage to muster the dignity, courage and selfrespect necessary to get back on their feet. I hope
she's one ofthose). A few more sips of Crazy Horse
and the bittersweet tears I've been holding back for
hours have now begun to flow.
I should be celebrating about no longer having to
stand in line at the 360 Park Avenue bookstore. I
should relish the thought of not having to feel the
perspiration on my back. inch its way to a place that
has neverseenthelightofday. Or, nothavingto hear
that my Pell was used to cover the tuition since the
TAP award hadn't been computed yet. Or, alas, not
having to cut short a night of orgasmic passion
because there are midterms scheduled for the followingmorning. Even my motherhas been wonders

"1 should relish the
thought of...not having to
cut short a night of
orgasmic passion..."

\

ing wl1Y"'Thaven't dt}ppectby in t.he'1ast tIU;
months to ask for food stamps. "I'm working fulltime now, Mom. I don't need them anymore." Bull!
The fact is that since graduation, only Sizzler's in
Parkchester has offered me a job-at minimum
wage. If I ever really needed ~e dreaded food
stamps, it is now.
I graduated from Baruch with a 3.7 GPAandfeel
in control of my own destiny. Yet, I mourn, What
grieves me the most, though, is realizing that most
ofthe friendships I made at Baruch will probably be
reduced to vague recollections frozen in time. First
there's Maria Pepen, the petite Dominican whose
knowledge ofSpanishliterature, grammarand syntax is truly outstanding and astounding. Then
.there's Amr el-Sabbagh, the Egyptian buddy who is
still trying to make sense ofAmerican society. I can't
forget Koji Otsuka,. the Japanese "homeboy" who
helped me dispel the notion that in Nippon people
don't really live like ants-at least not all of'them,
My eyes continue to watch "Diana" as my right
hand gropes for the bottle of Crazy I placed on the
floor a few minutes ago. Instead, I pick up a pack of
Big Red gum. Immediately I think of Professor
Newton from the .English Department. As the
neighborhood. kids say, "What a bugout!" I will
foreverbeinherdebt. This womanhelped me regain
the joy of picking up a book even to go to the
bathroom. SensationalistjunklikethePuerto Rican
newspaper, El Vocero (The Voice) and smut like
Hustler and Juggs have given way to Voltaire,
Cervantes, ShakespeareandToniMorrison. Thanks
to her, my writing has also improved tremendously
and chewing gum has become a traumatic experi- ence. "You're not chewing gum, are youT' will'
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resonate through my brain till the end ofmy days.
Institute for Secondary Education. ''Theatre OutNow up the block comes Zaida, the registered reach is a waste oftime for the most part," I pointed
nurse whose frantic pace reminds me of another out to Prof.' D'Aponte during a heated telephone
dynamite professorfrom Baruch,TheresaGioannini. conversation in which I asked her the purpose
"Speedy Gonzalez," as one of my Math 2160 class- behind the reading assignment. I even went as far
mates dubbed her, is one ofBaruch's priceless trea- as accusing the woman of picking her students'
sures. The woman always listens to her students brains in order to enhance her departmental presand is available to them after class even if the topic tige. At a loss for ideas orreluctantto implement her
has nothing to do with chemistry. Should a student own should she be presented once again with the
lose a family member or be hospitalized for a serious opportunity to coach the next batch of Outreach
illness as I was, she will ask what she can do to help volunteers, brainpicking proved an irresistible opand later on help him orher catch up with the course tion. After all, why work when someone else can do
work missed. She's in a class by herself, and the
relationship she has with her students could best be
describedasfrom moreexperiencedlearnertolearner
than from professor to student. As her pupils grow,
she grows... I believe her success is measuredby their
progress. I will sorely miss her. I will also miss the
now-retired and screechy physical education instructor, Mr. Engels and his lines such as "Ten
demerits!" "Twenty demerits!" And "Let me know
if you rieed some oxygen."
/
\
There are, however, some people at Baruch it for you? But rather than give credit where credit
whom I would like to expunge from my memory, but is due, it shouldn'tcome as a SUrprise that ambitious
I can't. One of them, Prof. Peden, continues to and highly-reputable professors like D'Aponte enemerge from his ivory tower inthe History depart- gage in such a despicable practice while cloaking it
ment to simply regurgitate his story of history. under the mantle of final exam. In addition, when
Other than that, it seems as if any kind of contact professors of such high caliber resort to the stealing
with students outside the classroom is way too ofideas, the practice becomes even more abhorrent.
beneath him. But enough with Prof. Peden, for I'm It can be quite disheartening for a student to sudconvinced that as longas the criticism does not come· denly realize that while he looked up to such profesfrom thetiny ghetto ofAcademia he couldn't possibly SOTS with loving eyes, he was simply being used. For
care less about what anyone has to say about him: them, he was nothing else but another source of
There are also twofromth~Speech-departnient- dmap--tabm"; ~. some-:peidpte-~m-jgbt'-Jahe:l-her'Bel£whose facesI'd rather forget: SusanGoldstein
serving tactics as "defegatiilgresporisloiIitY;"Tsee it
Mimi D'Aponte. Ms. Goldstein, as I mentionedin the as a mixture oflaziness, plagiarism, manipulation
September21, 1994 issue ofThe Ticker, seems more and exploitation all neatly wrapped in one package.
concerned with playing departmental politics than Her chapteris definitely one whose pages wi1J hopewith imparting some knowledge to her students. I fully crumble from my memory as time goes by.
pity the souls who had the misfortune oflanding in
Settling scores? Perhaps. But ifl were to speak
one of her sections this semester. I'm sure Ms. ofthe positive experiences only, I'd be labeled as too
Goldstein continues to arrive late to class andto keep dramatic. IfI were to focus on the negative, I'd be
her office door locked. Poor students, they have to labeled as a bitchy sourpuss who wants to have
put up with receivinginappropriate and insufficient his cake and eat it too. The fact remains that
guidance in the preparation ofspeeches due to her though Baruch is no paradise; and it isn't until we
"medical reasons" and the "meetings" she attends graduate that we realize how much we actually
right after class. In addition, I seriously doubt they cared for it. We've all had our share of brilliant
will ever be given a winning public speaking for- instructors and crappy professors; of security
mula For this reason, Iadvisethese students to read guards who ask to see your ill a million timesjust
the textbook(s), do some research on the art ofpublic to f.-k with you; of college personnel who blend
speaking or simply drop by the Speech department their personal professional life and then give you
and ask the engaged professors like Rosenthal and attitude just because you ask them to do what
Seplo~help them review what they have learned
they're being paid to do. By sharing our experiso far. The saddest Part is that without actually ences at Baruch with others we can help make
showing students how to deliver a flawless speech, City University a better place; or at least ease the
Ms. Goldstein will not waste anytime in administer- agony of'extra virgin' freshmen who think they're
ing to the speaker a dose of morale-wrecking criti- alone. I could go on and on about mine, but I didn't
cism. It never ceases to amaze me how jaded realize it's 7:18 in the morning. The sun has
professors like her are able to musterthe audacity to finally begun to creep through the clouds and the
pick up a bloated paycheck and still manage to sleep Crazy Horse is all gone. (When I'm down and
at night. (Judging by her chronic lateness through- feeling blue, potent brew allows me to block out
out the fall 1993 semester, I imagine it must be the reality of the ghetto and reach a level of
extremely difficult.)
consciousness through which I can transcend the
Prof. D'Aponte, on the other hand, will stretch limits' of my own humanity. In other words, one
herstudents allkinds ofdirections and even go so far bottle is enough to soul-search for a while and
as contemplating the use of these young adults' pass out.) I bid you and "Diana" the hooker
willingness to be manipulated as a barometer for farewell for now. The rain has apparently scared
theirperformanee. Since this is a seriousaccusation, her tricks away, but they'll be back. In the
here's the dirt: As part of the spring 1993 Speech meantime, her bulging eyes will continue to des4103 final exam, she had the nerve to assign the perately comb the pavement-for crack vials; hopreading ofone ofThorton Wl1der's full-length plays ing one of the at least has a crumb in it. Fat
such as The Matchmaker. We had to assess its chance! In this part ofthe South Bronx even the
suitability for the Theatre Outreach Program. Be- bums stake claim to the trash
In a little
sidesmyself.few.ifany, studentscomplied. Notonly while, perhaps, she will get ready to sleep the day
did the assignment mean having to borrow the book offon one ofthe wet playground benches. And TIl
or buy it at the last minute, but also sitting down to tuck my graduation pictures away and get ready
figure how to make its contents palatable for apa- to revise my resume once again.
thetic teenaged students at the halfway house, the

"I pity the souls who had

the misfortune oflanding
in one ofher sections this
semester. "
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Dr. Lois Cronholm
Provost and V.P. for Academic Affairs
Bernard M. Baruch College
City University of New York
135 E. 22nd St.
New York, NY 10010
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Dear Dr. Cronholm:

•

From The Wall Street Journal According to a new survey
of human-resources managers at
1,003 big and medium-size
corporations conducted by the
American Management Association' businesses are laying off
fewer employees and creating
nearly as many jobs as they
eliminated, Middle management
is still the target for corporate
downsizing, while professional
and technical jobs showed the
- biggest increase.

Students MUST be part of the solution. We are capable of analysis and understanding. We are
confident that we can constructively contribute to sessions of logistical planning in order to reach
a consensus.

Friday, October 20
From The Wall Street Journal-

.'

Finally" we request a review before any change takes place. This decision is too important to be

approached precipitously.

Andrew Heller
President
Day Session Student Government

Eric Thorsen
Editor-In-Chief
The Ticker
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Kumarie Bhoop
Executive Vice President
Day SessionStudent Government
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Maximo Javier
Vice President for Legislative Affairs
Day Session Student Government
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Texas Stadiwn, the Cowboys home
stadiwn that Jones also owns, not the
team itself
The executive committee of NFL
Properties,whichconsistsoffive league
executives, concerned about the effect
thatJones'recentactionswerehaving
on them, unanimously agreed to seek
legal action to protect themselves. On
September 18, NFL Properties filed a
$300 million lawsuit in Federal District Court
here in New
Y 0 r k , # . a n ami n g
Jones, the,~ Cow boys, and
Texas
Stadium as
defendants. The suit
'is intended to halt Jones from executing
any more separate deals outside the
realm of NFL Properties, As of the
time of this writing the suit is still
pending.
The chairman ofthe NFL Properties executive committee, Roger
Headrick, owner ofthe Minnesota Vikings, and NFL Commissioner Paul
Tagliabuehavebeenattheforefrontof
'"1"- ate(l.b:y',mereharidiSirig'"iii.ui1it~hsiijg.· . riotaDteleagueofliCialsrmit]UiveSt:afeQ'·
: Jonesstatesthatthesedealsdonotfall that-Jones' Side dealing, independent
within the jurisdiction of the league from the league, can lead to a chaotic
rules because the agreements are with free-for-all that could place the stabil-
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The Clinton Administration
. told the U~ S. Export-Import" Bank
not to provide financing for U.S.
companies to participate in
China's darn project for the Three
Gorges. This decision was the
result of concerns about the
environmental and human-rights
violation in China. Seeking
profits as high as $1 billion in
U.S. export sales, U.S. companies '
are opposing this decision
By Avi Cohen
strongly because China's dam
The United States trade deficit
project, the biggest river dam
fell in August, to roughly 7.9% of its
project ever attempted, has
previous months level. It was down
attracted all-the U.Sc's major
$2.37 billion from an initial level of
competitors such as Canada,
$11.19 billion. It now stands at
Europe, and Japan. u.s. compa$8.82 billion for the month of Aunies argue that in order for them
gust. If it merely continues to do so
to be competitive, they need
for a few more months the United
government support. This
States will actually have balanced
decision by the Administration
its accounts with other countries!
will probably impair U.S.-China
But will it do so?
relations even further.
First we must define a 'trade
deficit. This is a situation where the
amount by which a nation's imports
Thursday, October 19
of merchandise
From The New York Times exceeds its exports of goods.
Apple Computer Inc.'s earnAs such we must
ings are down 47.60/0 as it
look at the
continues to implement its price
United' States
slashing strategy to go head to
exports, $65.74
head with PC rivals. Along with
billion and atimits' external battles, internal
ports,$74.56bil- .
turmoil continues as Joseph A.
lion.
Graziano former executive vice
American
president and chief financial
."-:;:::':'
~rtsskyrock
officer resigns. Mr. Graziano
eted to a new
(considered as Apple's #2 execurecord level of
tive) believed the:firm couldn't'
;:;:'8~~
$65.74 billion.
survive without outside help.
),:}-$
This was up
'~10
Apple's share of the personal
w)tt
3.7% from the
computer market has dropped
previous month
7.2% this year.
-and was do' to
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By Bonni Cox
I . Jerry Jones is attempting to ron a
I reverse on the National Football
League'scurrentmerchandisingstrucI ture. However, the league wants to
i sack him in the backfield before he
I gains any ground. The aggressive,
: outspoken owner of the Dallas CowI boys has entered into individual meri chandising agreements with two
i prominentcorporations,bypassingthe
i involvement and the approval of the
NFL and its marketing arm, NFL
Properties, Inc. The deals, a 10-year,
[ $40 million deal signed in August with
PepsiCo., Inc., the parent company of
: Pepsi-Cola, and a 7-year agreement
• With athletic outfitter Nike, Inc. have
: fellow owners and league officials con; cerned about the future of the league
: current revenue-sharing policy.
~
The NFL contends that the side
, deals being made by Jones violate
: league rules regarding the sharing of
I revenues. Under the current rules, all
l 30 NFL franchises are to receive an
I equal division of the revenues gener-

ity of the league in danger. Teams
generating more revenue from separate dealscanbettercompensatehighprofile players in the form of signing
bonuses. Such was the case with the
Cowboys signing ofcornerback Deion
Sanders to a signing bonus reportedly "
worth $12.8 million, usurping the salary cap, which was implemented to
keep the cost of player salaries at a
reasonable level. Theimplementation
ofsuch a salary cap was a major factor
in the labor strife suffered by the Nationa! Hockey League and Major
League Baseball over the past two
years.
Products that the Cowboys' logo
adorns account for roughly 25% of all
NFL merchandise sales, by far the
most of any team. Jones is of the
opinionthatwhenheboughttheteam
for $140 million dollars in 1989, the
team was far removed from the
"America's Team" era of success ofthe
1970's and early 1980's, and that he
rebuilt the team. back into a lucrative
marketingentity: Therefore, the Cow-

-1i6ys~iliei'di8iiiIiipiblitsS1iOUJd be -,~ .

WhateVer the---iiiai-kefcmi-garner'as
opposed to 1130 ofthe NFL Properties
pie.

•Who's to Blame Now for the Trade Deficit?
America's Newest No. 1 Target: China'
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AtAGlance
Monday, October 23

As you are hopefully aware, the lack of communication between the students and the administration will only lead to further unrest in the future. The decision-making process by which the new
schedule was implemented has not taken into account the needs of two-thirds of the college
community. With representatives of all concerns at the table, a more satisfying resolution can be
made that will address all of our needs.

"-

Cowboys' Owner Jerry Jones Calls an Audible on the NFL

===========================11

In view of the differences that exist concerning the class schedule for the spring 1996 semester,
we the students of Baruch would encourage a more inclusive process to provide a mutually
satisfactory result. As students, we strongly recommend enhanced communication in all policy and
operational aspects of this academic institution.

•

The Ride of the Maverick
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several factors. Most ofthese factors
tend to be very volatile (in other
words unstable). Nearly one half of
the gains in exports was due to increases in capital goods sales, such
as aircraft, and those tiny little Personal computers that we make so
well. The increase was nearly $1
billion, a 5% change from the month
before. At this pace this export category will double in only fourteen
and one half months to $40 billion,
an unlikely occurrence.
In addition, auto and auto parts
shipments went up by 19%~ all the
.~~.

(gems) by 5.4%.
Bt h t
u wa
about the other
side of the equation? Imports ac-

tually remained flat at $74.56 billion. This means that the United
States citizens did not increase their
consumption of goods from other
countries. This number is to be
literally interpreted as an aggregate
level ofconsumption of"other countries" produce. This does not take
into account that the United States
did vary its purchases from country
to country.
Our trade deficit with troubled
and depressed Japan actually fell to
$5.1 billion, its fifth consecutive
monthly decline. Japan is in such a
terrible situation that its merchandise trade surplus fell 6.6% for the
first nine months from the 1994 period. This is going to lead to Japan's
first decrease in its.trade surplus
since 1990. Now that Japan is no
longer the enemy, we must find a
new one. Our beloved trade repre- '
sentativeMickey M~ Kantor has spotted the perfect candidate when he
said, "Ofcourse I am concemed about
China," and then added (in reference to trade with China) that "a lot
of'that is due to closed markets, and
China's failure to adhere to some of
the agreements we have reached."
Oh well, we have found ourselves a

continuedon·poge 16
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•
LO new victim to blame ourtrade ills on.
~

But how bad is this trade deficit
with China anyhow? Well, it is
~ rougl ly 45% ofour total trade deficit
~ dur-n tr the month of August. It has
.9 reachen ss. ~3 billion dollars per
(5 mon.h, and according to an assistant trade spokesperson for the U.S.,
namely Lee Sands, "the bilateral
trade deficit with China could soon
overtake the deficit with Japan." Is
this really a true picture ofreality or
politics meddling with economic
data?
One thing that might surprise
you;or maybe it won't, is that these
numbers are not an accurate picture
of reality. Most people assume that
what is measured as trade from a
given country is from that country.
But in the case ofChina, over halfof
its goods sold to the United States go
through Hong Kong. In a 1994 study
done by Nicholas Lardy of the University of Washington, he pointed
out that the United States assumes.
no value added to those goods shipped
through Hong Kong. Thus the
United States measures the total
cost ofthe goods coming from China
through HongKongas solely China's
output. This may be accurate after
1997, with the enslavement ofHong
Kong to China, butfor now the people
in Hong Kong like to think of themselves as adding value to the products they handle. After all, they do
package them and prepare them for
T'""_

...

dreadful devaluation of their currency and the United States went
into deficit with this country. Prior
to the devaluation of the Peso, the
Mexican people loved buyingColgate
toothpaste, Coca-Cola, The Wall
Street Journal, shampoo and many·
other remarkable American products. But once their currency was
devalued they could no longer afford
to do so. Recently, their -economy
"has rebounded and they could once
again afford toothpaste: The United
States trade deficit is on its way to
being in surplus with Mexico. In
enough of a problem to warrant August, it fell to a level of84% from
worry? The trade deficit with China the month before and reached a mere
is merely do to the fact that other $L08 billion. Surprisingly soon,
countries who used to produce cheap Mexico's trade will be right back into
toys, textiles, andNike sneakers and the red, at least with the United
apparels have experienced huge in- States. Hopefully this will quiet
creases in wages and it is no longer down those political trolls named
feasible to produce these goods in Patrick Buchanan and Ross Perot
those countries. The increase in who want to isolate the United
wages in countries such as Taiwan, States. I need my tea thasis brought
SouthKorea and Singapore have led .."overfrom India and put into Snapple
to the moving of mass production in order to live. How dare those
sites ofmany ofthese countries into populists try to take it away by closChina. So as the deficits with many ing America's borders.
of these Asian countries go down,
Talking about our trade situathe deficit with ·China goes up. A tion with Asia and Mexico brings us
mere trade offofour deficit from one to the questions "will trade balance?"
country to the next.
and "does it really matter ifit does?"
Another country that the United It seems to matter to Mickey M.
States trade deficit swung wildly Kantor when he said that"we'll have
with is the country that is located to watch the data carefully." By this
south of the border. Yes, you have he is implying that he hasn't been
guessed it, Mexico. A while back the watching it carefully up to now and
United States had a trade surplus since it has dwindled during this
with this country. Then came a past month he would like to gain the
sale. So according to Lardy's study,
"America's Commerce Department,
since 1990,. has consistently overstatedthe bilateraldeficitby a third."
So what do all these mean, you
may ask? Doesn't the fact that a
trade deficit with China exist create

"The United States
trade deficit fell in
August..."
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REASERCH

TUTORING

MS
Open House
Wednesdav in Industrial/
LI

November 8, 1995 Organizational
6:00 - 8:00Plll Psychology

November 1, 1995 through June
1996. 10 hrs\wk $10\hr. Graduate
student preferred. Advanced undergraduate may also apply.
Job includes library research and
working with data. Qualifications:
ability to work with quantitative data,
using SPSS and\ or SAS. Facility with
basic methods for data analysis, inbluding regression analysis; graphic
lin Quattro-Pro or other spreadsheet;
Word Perfect (ffiM); using e-mail.
Ownership of (or access to ) PC and
own e-mail account. Contact Professor Janet Gornick, Department of Poutica! Science, Baruch College.
Tel (212) 387-1674
fax: (212) 387-1662'\
email:JAGBB@OJNYVM.CUNY.EDD
I

RS'·P:

(~all

212/S02-

,

ExperiencedAmerican lady!
ESL teacher, private lessons
mid-town Manhattan. All levels I
all areas, including writin~
skills, term papers andj
T9EFL. Female st.udent.s
only. $20/hr. Free consu ltation. 679-4706.
I
_.-,--- -------.-.-.. --- --- ,.--_...- ------1
I
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i HELP WANTED I
I

MAILING PRODUCTS N9
Experience Required In st.ant
Profit. Send SASE to AU PO
Box 621 New York, NY

I
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I

Baruch
College

2331
f~a:\

212/802-2340

SPRING
BREAK '96
,
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH &
FREE ! ! ! Student Travel Ser.ces is now hiring campus reprentatives. Lowest rates to Jaaiea, Cancun, Daytona, and
anama City Beach. CallI-BOO-4849

l_ ~KE ~Q~~ __
Student travel representative
wanted to sell and market winte
getaway weekends, ski vacations
motorcoach tours and .sprin
break. We have the hottestsprin
break and ski destinations avail
able. Highest commissions paid
travel for free and earn cash. C
718-631-3958 -or 800-345-5021.
--_.--
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US Dollar versuS Japanese Yen
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Thursday, October 12

From The Wall Street JournalJim Manzi, head of Lotus
Development Corp., resigned
from his position 99 days after
ffiM Corp. acquired the company. ffiM's senior vice president of software, John M. Thompson, will head Lotus temporarily until a replacement for Mr.
Manzi is found.
U S West Inc. received permission from' the Justice Department
for it to provide long-distance
service beyond.its Northwest
territory of 14 states. The plan
will need approval from a federal
court.

Write'For Business
.Call us at 802-6800
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By Stanford Lee
Social Security was never in- tire with insufficient funds to
Two midterms on Monday, tended to provide a base or "floor" support themselves let alone
an appointment with the curricu- for retirement income, to which their previous lifestyles. As a
Wednesday, October 18
lar guidance counselor on income from private pensions, college student, it is wise to take
Wednesday, two employment in- personal savings and invest- a head start in thinking and planFrom The Wall Street Journal
terviews on Thursday and a party ments must be added.
and Barron's (October 9, 1995) ning for retirement. Retirement
on Friday. If one was able to
Most retirement plan experts planning should coexist with caTechnology stocks, a major
peek into a mind of ~a typical agree that you will need between reer planning. The following are
issue in the last two weeks, was
Baruch student, these are the 70% and 75% of your working suggested steps a college student
hit heavily as confidence fell due
things most likely to be discov- income to maintain your current should take in planning for reto fear of bad quarterly earning
ered. Although all these are lifestyle during retirement. tirement:
reports of major technology
enough to keep a student on top However, the percentage of your
companies. According to Lauren
ofhis or her heels, I would like to pay that is replaced by Social SeR. Rublin of Barron's, investors
• Step one: Assess current
add one more thing to worry curity is likely to fall far short of problems individuals are facing
.have drowned their portfolios
about - retirement. The subject the 79% to 75% replacement rate now during their retirement
with technology stocks which led
of retirement has been written you will require. Recent govern- years.
the way of profits for the first
three quarters of 1995 (NASDAQ in just about every publication ment statistics indicate that Soexcept a college newspaper, and. cial Security typically replaces
Computer Index up 54.4%,
• Step two: Learn to budget
the articles always refer to Baby only about 40% of pre-retirement your current funds or help out
Morgan Stanley High TechBoomers and older generations. income for the average American with family finances.
nology 35 up 62.5% and Pacific
So why such an article in The worker. The remainder will have
Stock Exchange Technology
Ticker and why should you, a to come from personal savings (inIndex up 54.4%). Along with
• Step three: Educate yourtypical day student who may not dividual retirement accounts, per- self about various retirement
expected low quarterly earnings,
have yet landed your first part- sonal investment accounts and vehicles as well as investment
rumors of falling microchip
.
timejob, read this article? There employer-sponsored retirement options through reading books
prices, excess chip supply and
are plenty of reasons why .you plans, such as pensions, profit and articles such as this one.
inventory buildup of Windows
should be concerned now and be sharing, 401 (k)s and employee
95 in store stock rooms made
aware of your options. This is stock ownership programs).
• Step four: Set financial goals
many institutional as well as
the
first
of
a
series
of
articles·
As
a
student
still
attending
and develop an investment plan
individual investors trim their
that
will
help
you
educate
your-college,
the
personal
savings
and
to achieve these goals.
technology holdings from their
self
about
retirement,
investinvestment
accounts
is
something
portfolios. Despite the severe
ments and trends related to your to seriously concentrate on now
• Step five: Implement your
beating, technology stocks are
financial future. This week's is- unless you are fortunate enough. plans and monitor your investrecovering in recent trading
sue is concentrated on Social Se- to already possess a job that pro- ment activities continuously. The
activities slowly. Companies to
curity
and basic steps in taking vides the latter. According to re- key word here is cont.inuousry
watch for in the technology sector
charge of your retirement-rand search done byAccessResearch
. .... .
.
nnancUil-fUtlire.
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Will Social Security alone en- pleted offunds by the year 2010 if rity) in mind, and some ofthe steps
able you to live comfortably dur- current conditions continue the you as a college student..can make,
Nlonday,Octoberl6
ing retirement? According to a
way they have. Longer life ex- develop a game plan now> Look for
recent U.S. government report, pectancy and early retirement the next article on how to figure out
From The Wall Street Journal
the answer is "No" for most retir- due to corporate downsizing have your net worth a~ ways to develop
Financial sector stocks are
ees. The report explains that caused many individuals to re- an investment strategy.
growing steadily and silently
behind the attention grabbing
.
,
technology industry. Many
analysts including Charles
Clough, Chief Strategist of
Merrill Lynch, and Abby J.
Cohen of Goldman Sachs
I
believe financial stocks is the
126.00 1
way to go in these highly volatile
124.00 I
times. Despite the solid growth,
122.00 I
analysts believe there is plenty of
room for potential increase in
120.00
pnce.
118.00
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credit for its shrinkage. By watching it carefully he could take credit
for its change, since his eyesight and
vision is so powerful that just by
watching it, the situation will improve. Thank you very much Mr.
Kantor, but I'd much rather give
credit where credit is due. If the
deficit does disappear, it is due to the
hard work of every American who
has strived for quality in what they
do and not Kantor's eyesight.
But what is the likelihood of the
trade deficit going to zero? The
answer to this is best summed up
by Alan Levensen, an economist
with UBS securities, when he said,
"I think August is an isolation." By
this he meant that the drop in the
deficit was merely a blip in the
data and that it will head back up.
After all, the biggest change in the
deficit was due to capital goods
increase in consumption by other
countries. This product category
swings naturally from month to
month. Also, the European countries economic growth has begun.
to slow down. When this happens
they tend to buy less from the
United States and this increases
America's trade deficit. Moreover,
when you look at the overall picture of the deficit for the entire
year of 1995, it seems like it is on
the track to hit $124 billion. This is .
up a shocking 15% from 1994. The
trade deficit is on pace to double in
just under five years!

Business
News

Your Financial Future
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Conference Center
Seventh Floor
151 East 25 Street
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PAINT A PRETTY PICTURE
BARUCH STUDENTS BEAUTIFY BRONX SCHOOL

,~

I
Marketing

Murals of flags from over
20 countries now grace the walls
of a narrow and windowless corridor at Jane Addams Vocational
High School after Baruch students took part in a city-wide effort to renovate New York public
schools.
.
A team of 25 Baruch students volunteered to paint the
South Bronx school as part of the
4th annual New York Cares Day,
held on Oct. 14. It was the first
time Baruch participated as a
team in the event which was sponsored by New York Cares, a non
profit organization providing community service projects in New
°Y9rk C~y. The- Golden Key Na. tiona! aon~r Society and Phi Eta
Sigma, the freshman honor society, registered members and nonmembers within three weeks of
the event. "With all the talks of
budget cuts and schools strapped
for money, this is the little difference we're making," said TerriAnn Beckford, a Golden Key officer.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
Kicked off the day-long event at
Bryant Park in Manhattan by giving a pep talk to the more than
6,500 volunteers, who were then

bussed to various public schools
throughout the city. "This will
show that New Yorkers really care,"
the mayor said to the cheering
crowd.
Every day, half of the 1,700

make it nicer for the kids," she
told Baruch students in a briefing session. School officials and
students chose .flags from countries such as Trinidad, India and
Columbia which represented the
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MJ.S.

Thursday,
October 26, 1995
12:30 •• 3:30 PM
Administrative Center
135 E. 22nd Street
3rd Floor Lounge

360 Park Avenue South. Room 1709 I 212-447-3527
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MEMBERS OF THE GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
AND PHI ETA SIGMA WITH MAYOR RUDOLPH GIULIANI

students at Jane Addams, pass
through the fourth floor corridor on
their way to gym class and volunteers struggling with setting up ladders and mixing paint, scrambled
to complete the job by a 3:30 pm
deadline. "It's a depressing hallway," said Cynthia List, principal
of Jane Addams. "I hope we can

ethnic population of the student
at Jane Addams.
While novice painters
tackled the murals indoors, outdoor volunteers added a fresh
coat of paint to an otherwise
rusty fence surrounding the
school. The 250 foot wrought iron
fence, according to List, hadn't

been painted in over 50 years. However, the sight of volunteers working amidst what was a drizzling day
apparently puzzled passersby. "One
man asked °if we were doing it
(painting fences) for community service as part of a jail sentence, " said
a grinning volunteer, Yevegeriy
Slavin. "When I told him the actual reason, he didn't believe it," the
Baruch Junior said.
The skepticism,. however
didn't dampen any v6lunteers
moods. One elderly man even
stopped arM. thanked Beckford for
her work and even though twice as
many Baruch students originally
volunteered than actually did show
up, the lower turnout was not apparent in the results at all. . "They
did ·the·owork"()f40-peuple'·~cause.
that's what it would have taken,"
said New York Cares' Alissa
Churchill, after surveying the work.
On the following Monday as
they filed into gym class, some students at Jane Addams made a
double take when they saw the results. "It's real nice," said Crystal
Sookdeo, a high school senior said
and concluded, "I just hope nobody
messes it up."

STRICTLY BUSINESS...
Asper your request
The fall semester is quickly slipping away. Make sure that you consult the Bulletin and the monitor in
the 26th Street Bulletin and the monitor in the 26th Street building for reminders about due dates. November
1 is the last day to
-. apply for .re-exarns and
make-up exams from a previous semester
• file for Junior Status
• IDe fur Change of Dewre
Objective
• apply for overload or other
permission for the spring
1995 term

.

Ifyou have a friend who was dismissed for academic reasons and
wants to be readmitted to the College,
tell your friend that applications for

reinstatement have to be turned in to
the Office of Curricular Guidance by
November 1. You can pick the form up
for your friend in the Curricular Guid¥lce Office (Room 902 of the 46 East
26th Street building.)Here are some ofyour latest questions:
Q~ What toillhappen if I do
not file for a makeup exam?
Your "ABSence grade" will turn
inman ''F' grade. Ifyou have compelling reasons for not taking the make
up exam, you can apply to the Committee on Academic Standing for an
extension.
Q. Why do I have to file for
Junior Status?
In the Business School, "Junior
Status means that a student has completed a required core of foundation
courses that precede 3000 level busi-

By Dr. Audrey
Williams
ness courses (see page 28 ofyour Bulletin.) When you file for Junior Status, your IDe is updated and the system will allow you to register for 3000
level classes. Ifyou do not file, then
you will have to rome to the Curricular Guidance Office during registration which is something that most
wise students try to avoid because it
is hectic and very crowded..
Q. BOll) do 1 get an appoint-

ment with a Curricular Guidance Advisor
Ifyou can come into the Curricular Guidance Office (room 902,
46 East 26th St.) at the beginning of
the wee, you can make an appointment. Appointments are made up
to two weeks in advance and are in
short supply. Use your Baruch student skills of patience, persistence
and grace. Eventually, you will get

an appointment. Students who have
fewer than 28 credits meet with a peer
advisor. Those with more than 78 credits meet with a Curricular Information
Specialist. You may also call (212)4473300 to make an appointment.
. Q. Who needs to takeAccount-

ing5000?
Accounting majors' who have
taken Ace 2202 for the Business base
and ACC 3200 for three credits for the
Accounting major must takeACC 5000
(one credit.)
0

0

o

Q. I took OPR 3450 last semester and failed it. 1 am now taking

OPR 3300 because 1 am an accounting major, can 1 use the 'f'replacement policy, as long as 1 get a 'c" or
better?
continued on page 30
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Dave,
I like it when you
call me Mami.

io
C\J
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Congratulations
Ricky and Good
Luck!!

Happy
Birthday
Shana!!

Mami,
Happy Birthday sweetie!!!
I yuv you miss you yuv you
miss you yuv you!!!
Alwa s, Pa i

Brothers in the Oct. 19
student center party,
Damn!!! What's up with
not usin' deodorant?!?
RootDox

Need a good Trini
man with lots of

SSS
Alison

To Shawn (p.R.I.D.E.),
You're dark & fine from
every angle. Especially
from behind!!! -

Shiji (D.S.S.G),
As long as no
Reggae CODles 00••

Stamina Dadd.

D.
((
I

,

Happy
Halloween!!

Are you ready for the

TO RICHARD,

i
I
I
I

fou~

annual Milt Hilton Persp~:;;vell
Jazz Concert at Baruch to be I
held in November? Watch for
urther notification!!

~

Thanks for the
personal.

CK

Pookey,
I want you...Again!
TifT

aveen,
Welcome to Baruch!
Marlene

N.
lOPM Fr'iday,
No excuses!

Lon imeSecret Admire~

Jeff,
Y0l! are my life.

C1l

T.

K.T.
Do you like these
numbers? (69) Get my
point?
B. Mt -

To Pam Mitchell
I will call you in the
morning. I promise
Waitin

ToCK
Anytime baby and
anywhere 2.
Ri h

JIM,
I adore you and I'm
glad you are mine.
Ann

To DSSG's Chair
Can I rub your head
and grab your gavel?
Quiet-

To-Farah
Talk is cheap S9 put
up or shut up
Frustrated
.

~

".

Send all Personal Place submissions to Candida
Deller-Kortright C/O The Ticker 360 Park Ave. South
R.oom 1522 .New.York, NY 10010

(0
(0

C1l

By Diana Cabral
"Believe in who you are and of Naked Acts ,a film about black
do it." This is the mantra that women and body image for which
Bridgett Davis lives by and relays she wrote the original screenplay,
to her students. An assistant pro- Professor Davis has made her feafessor in Baruch College's School ture film directing debut.
The courses that Professor
of Liberal Arts Journalism Program, Professor Davis emphasizes Davis teaches are in both the field
a sense ofself-worth. When teach- of journalism and screen writing.
ing her many diverse journalism They include courses in journaliscourses, she not only helps stu- tic writing, a fiction writing workdents to develop their writing, but shop and several film writing
guides them on a journey of deep courses. Aside from her busy
self-discovery. At the. end of this teaching schedule, Professor Davis
journey, they (the students) have also finds the time to be the advia far better understanding ofthem- sor to Baruch College's evening
selves which they then utilize as a newspaper, The Reporter. Fiction
driving force to create prose, poetry Editor to Baruch's only student litand even screenplays. Professor erary magazine, Encounters. and
Davis dares to ask her students to focus on her filmmaking which
she explains can be very time con'who are you?'
Professor Davis has numer- suming, but completely worth the
ous accomplishment which could' effort. "It is understood thatnothordinarily seem intimidating, how- ing has an impact like film. The
ever, sheis so self-assured, humble reaction can be immediate: It can
and approachable that 110 matter - be our light of the 21st Century.
the topic, whether it be herself, her The year 1995 is the 100th annistudents, or teaching. She always versary of film making. It is a viProfessor Bridgette Davis
seems to find graceful words to sual document of who we are. I
express halt thoughts, emotions wanted to add my point of view on
and techniques regarding the .sub- film about our culture. This film
makes it tangible for everyone. It - . way; double edged s~rd for Profes- ones to have Professor Bridgett
ject.
Davis, who .ID.1.!Y besomewhat of
When' asked' why she got isarecorded'pieceofa-,steFy,- ·wbieh- . -,socDavis..inthat~twas.not.onlychal- . a hidden treasure at Baruch.iexinto teaching, her answer is some- no one call take away, It is there lengingto make-the film, -but toac- cept for in the Journalism departwhat surprising. "It was a fluke." for the next 100 years and longer," crue enough funding to finish it. N a- ment where her value is
ked Acts took 2 1/2 years to write.
Apparantly, she filled in for a she says.
For Professor Davis, film- Its journey entailed 14 drafts, ad- apparant. There she is a teacher,
friend who is a teacher and after
a writer, a filmmaker, but most
teaching that class for ORe day, she making is simply a continuation of justments were constantly being of all a woman of complete indewas hooked. So it was a lucky twist her writing, because as she points made, even on the set and contin- pendence and true grit. She is,
of fate that she entered the aca- out, both use the visual senses to ued well after principle production in every sense of the word, an inreach an audience. She feels the was finished. "There is a lot of power
demic arena.
spiration and a role model which
Her work has been infl u- characters in film and television in the editing room", claims Profes- seems to come naturally to her.
enced by an array of People from these days, are mostly generic sor Davis who worked together with "[It is] a continuation of the way
Sade to Toni Morrison.· Sade, a brands that "do not think" or a partner during the editing process, I've lived my life. I've always
woman much like Professor Davis" "probe into the humanity" of people and concludes, "There is a certain been aware that I am providing
has her own rules.. "I admire Sade and she hopes that Naked Acts will amount of control; where you want people with a role model that
because she writes her own lyrics break down some of the generic certain scenes, the sequence of the they may not otherwise have or
- to her music." She also holds a and prevalent stereotypes of Afri- scenes and so on." Her technique, be provided with. People want
great admiration towards litera- can-Americans. In her film, she she explains," I used the same tool, to see themselves. I give them
ture Nobel Prize Award winner has taken great pains to be as spe- the media, specifically film, to com- what they want to see." When
Toni Morrison. However, there cific as possible. The main char- ment on itself. Filmmaking is a col- students learn of all that Profeswas one constant influential per- acter is a young African-American laborative work. From the blue- sor Davis has "risen above" and
son who clearly surpassed the rest. woman "with a certain cultural print, which is your screenplay, to the goals she has achieved, it
"My mother", Professor Davis background in a particular coun- the main actors, cinematographers, gives them a tangible and realissoftly reminisces, "She was a try. It is the African-American producers and editors. It is a ere- tic goal in which to believe and
str-ong woman in a "time when woman at the end of the 20th cen- ative collaboration to make some- strive for. "I try to give-Ito stuwomen were not seen this way." tury," she proclaims. Professor thing that matters."
So why has such an accom- dents] a sense that, just as my
According to Davis, her- mother Davis believes she has tapped into
voice is important, so is yours."
gave her a philosophy that she car- a universal human quality that plished woman as Professor Davis
Simple yet honest and
most people can identify with, body chosen Baruch? She responds conries with her to this day. "You deimage.
fidently, "I chose a public university true to herself, that is the essence
serve happiness. You deserve all
Her quest was to produce because its students know what a of Professor Davis. She is an inthat you can accomplish, so be
the specific history and context of college education means. The ma- spiration, and her dedication to
happy and have it all."
her students and herself is unAnd accomplish she has. a young woman who the audience jority of the students are children of compromising and unyielding.
cares' about. However Professor immigrants, people of color and first
Prior to . joining the Baruch staff
Davis contends that Naked Acts generation college students." She She is committed to her vocations
in the Fall of 1990, Professor Davis
the minds that
.
is more than just a film about body says that she specifically-- chose which are shaping
was a reporter for the Philadelphia
will
take
us
through
to
the
next
image, it is also' about relation- Baruch because although it seems
Enquirer. She has written art pro. ships. "It has a subplot of the main that the School of Business hovers millennium and portraying imfiles for, among others, New York
character and her boyfriend, the above the School of Liberal Arts and ages that make students think
Newsday, T4e Chicago Tribune,
main character and her mother the School of Public Policy, we have, toward the future. She firmly
The Atlanta Journal, the Atlanta
and finally a woman and her fam- in Davis' view Baruch has, "a strong, believes that any voice can make
Constitution and the Detroit Free
ily," she says. Then, she says that personalized creative writing and a difference, it just takes courage
Press. Her fiction has appeared in
it addresses the central conflict of journalism program. This track per- to rise up and make it be heard.
The Tradition, an anthology of
the film which portrays the rela- fectly aligned with my truths," she Professor Bridgett Davis is ceryoung Mrican-American writers
tionship between the main charac- says adding, " this is why I chose to tainly living proof of that.
and her prose has been antholoteach at Baruch."
gized in ~lack Woman's ter and her body. .
-Mtilring-the·film W'8.S 'in a
The students ~e the lucky
~ . With the completion
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". What do you think about the change in the
scheduling grid?

•

,/

YuriyKogan
Senior

Wellington Harris
Upper Freshman

"It doesn't make any difference. The fight
over this issue is a "tempest in a teapot'. "

"I don't think it's fair for students to be
forced to come to school on days they
normally wouldn't because of the schedule.

•

Keisha Taylor
Freshman

throughou.t

Eduardo Rosario
Sophomore

our store from

October
24-31

Sale excludes textbcDks and
already-discounted items
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"I don't agree with the decision, although it
"I don't think the survey done in 1993 is
wouldn't affect me much because my work
grounds enough. for introducing this
scheduling grid; students weren't adequately schedule is flexible. A lot of other people's
informed of the reason for this survey" - is not so flexible though."
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P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02119
(617) 361-3631
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Millions of dollars in scholarships,' fellowships.prants, i~n-fernsllips, work stu·dy~pr()grams~
and special student aid funds
go unused every year because studentssimply don't
.
know where to apply <?f .how to get their share.·

-- - - ..._- ----------"

.

.

The secret in Iocatinq money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information o~~~at"aidis available and howyou ca~ get.. it.. The timetoapply isnew!
You can apply asearly as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school,

-,-

This Directory will provide information for Students orIndividuals wishing or attending
high .schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,

.,

medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership prC?gr~.~s~
\

.

.

Corporations, Trusts,. Foundations, Religious Groups "and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants,' Internships, and Work Study Programs to- students
annually, reqardless ofgrades or parents income levels.
"

By David S. Ortiz
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If there is one thing that
Lorna Stevens projects, it is the
sense that she knows where she
is going, and what she wants
when she gets there.
Stevens, 52 is a History
major. She is another one of
Baruch's "Non-trads"; adults
who have returned to school after the "traditional "college age
of 18-25. "I've been doing this
on and off for 14 years," she
says of her college experience.
Married for 29 years and the
mother of two adult children,
Stevens returned to school in
1982, when she was 38.
Many nontraditional students base their decision to return to school on professional
factors; either career advancement necessitates a college degree or the job requires enhanced knowledge and skills.
However, such is not the case
for Stevens. She is well established in her chosen. field. She
is Director of Strategic Planning and Internal Communications for the International Res-

.~ .. _-_._~----------'

..

_._----

cue Committee, a nonprofit
refugee relief and resettlement
agency funded by the federal
government and the United
Nations. The possession or lack
of an undergraduate degree will
ultimately make no difference
to her career. She is in school
for the intellectual challenge.
But Stevens approaches
her studies with no less earnestness and determination
than if her career depended on
it. In fact, she becomes frustrated if she feels that her time
is being wasted. Still, she recognizes that most nontradi. tional students face formidable
professional pressures. Today's
job market often demands not
only a bachelor's but frequently
a master's degree as well. Of
her fellow nontraditional. studerit s , Stevens says, "Night
school students are such a
hardworking group of people; I
think they're very tough."
Married, working students who attend school while
raising very young children

~

..

..•

~

. . . _1..

. __

have especially earned Stevens' husband, Ed, is no less extraordeep respect. "I've met so many dinary than she. "He was brilyoung people [at Baruch) who . Iia nt in high school," she says.
are holding down jobs and have Indeed, he too is "nontradiyoung children," she marvels. .tional," in the sense that he
She tells of one married couple graduated from high school at
who alt.ernate semesters -, one age 15 and then attended Cospouse studies for a semester lumbia University on scholarwhile the other stays home to ship at 1 6 . '
care for their child. The next
With a 3.7 grade point
semester they switch.
average, Stevens has done reIn general, Stevens markably well. But now, with
thinks that in spite of the hard- her own graduation a semester
ships, older nontraditional stu- away, she is ready to move on
dents enjoy certain advantages: to other things. Does she still
"I think they are much more struggle with any of the probmature, they're focused .. they lerns that characterize the exknow what they have to do; it's perience of the most nontradia big struggle and they're just t.iorral students and have con- .
deterrnined to get through it.
fronted her in her own years in
Stevens believes that college?
younger students, on the other
"I'm on the downhill
hand, might do better to take slope right now," she says. "I'm
some time off between high fine."
"school ami eoll-egeto :boid--a.-job·"-·-·:·,'~
or join the peace corps: "Edu- ,.
cation is sometimes wasted on
the young," and continues,
"Taking some time first to get
to know themselves and examine their goals might help many
students to reap optimum benefits when they finally do settle
down to undergraduate study.
Before Stevens returned
to school, she did part time volunteer work raising funds for
Vietnamese orphanages during
:'\
the Vietnam War. This experience led the Stevenses to adopt
their two Vietnamese daughters. It also led to Stevens'
present occupation. "I kind of
backed into all this', refugee
work," .she says. By the time
she finally decided to go back to
college, Stevens' two girls were
in elementary school thereby
giving her relative freedom to
attend to her academic studies.
All was not easy' though;
Stevens had two separate
battles with serious illness,
forcing her to take a year off
each time.
Nowadays, Stevens en- C
..'
joys pointing out that both her
daughters, now in their twenties, have both beaten her out
of college. And she watched
many fellow students graduate
·before she has. "Even my professors retire and are getting
out before lam," she jokes. Interestingly, Stevens herself is
often mistaken for a professor
rather than a student.
Clearly, Stevens is an extraordinary person, and her
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By Manny Rodriguez
CLICK..
"...but I don't wanna be a mon-

California, New York, and Chicago see..."
CLICK
but they don't know what's causing
key?'"
There is only a short amount
the problem. He recently..wait-in"Well, next time the kids come teresting story.
"of time. If there was time, I'd tell
up to you and ask you what kind of
"I was talking to a high you there was and I'd leave it at that.
animal you are, tell, 'em you're a school friend ofThm's and he told me But there isn't. There's only a small
Puerto Rican..."
about the time in math class when amount oftime and since that is so,
CLICK..
Tom was passing gas like crazy. that's what I'm telling you..."
ZOOM!
"For O.J., this is the..."
Well, he's stinking up the whole
"...1don't think you can change.
ZOOM!
classroom and finally his friend tells
"So how is Tom Cruise these him to go to the bathroom. Tom If you could, we wouldn't be having
days, Mark?"
turns to him and says, "Why?" True this argument."
"Stop your bitching! I told you
"Well, I talked to his agent the story, Jim."
I would stop doing that and now
oth~r day and he told me he's happy
CLICK ..
and everything, but he's had this gas
"Please, do not take my word you're sayingT can't change anyproblem. He's gone to doctors in for it. Test it yourself and you will way. "
o

r--- --

"

Access America English
Language Programs Offer:
• Live Classroom Instruction
for the TOEFL Exam
• Multiple Media Learning Laboratory
• Over 50 Locations across the USA
• F-l Visa Information and
1-20 Documentation
Classes Start Soon! Call For Information

1·800·522·7770

7

"You're an ASS!"
"No, no, you complain about
me being like that and I say that I'll
change and you tell me I can't do
that. So, fine. I won't change because you've already accepted the
fact that I won't charige so there's
no reason for me to change ifyou're
going to be able to live with what I
am already. I mean, there are just
too many things for me to do right
now to just change when I don't really need to... Understand? ..
, CLICK ..
:...the 3 R's, reading, writing
and arithmetic...there's the problem
with school already. Since when do
the words writing and arithmetic
start with an R..."
CLICK...
"...guy comes up to me and
says, "I feel how you look." I said,
"As long as you don't feel how you
look. That would be even worse."
ZOOM!
"...if I were Superman, I'd be
killing everybody. Hell, if I were
Batman I'd be killing everybody. But
you know, everytime there's danger
and somebody tells Superman, he's
like, "I know, I know, don't worry"
and he flies off. How come he never
says, "Really? Wow! Damn! I didn't
know that. Where?" He .never says
that..."
CLICK ..
"A man's first instinct is to lie
when he hassecrets~,even if the
question's answer will not reveal
anything harmful..."
CLICK ..
"...they say your conscience is
a fear of getting. Well, I want to get
caught, so who the hell is talking to
? "
me....
ZOOM!
"...everybody says they hate
wasting time. I want to do something, I want to go out, I want to be
somebody. They see procrastination
as the"biggest problem in their lives
because they know that when they
finally find something to do, a place
to go, somebody they want to be,
they won't have enough time to do
everything they wanted to do. Time
is a real bitch that way..."
CLICK..
"...a little song, a little dance,
a sellout's head on a lance..."
CLICK ..
"...hip hop clothes jester, thinking he'll impress her...
ZOOM!
"... SIit d own. C·igarette??"
"Thanks. "
"So, you know what's going on
or what?"
"What makes you think I
know.?"
"That stupid smirk on your
.face tells me a lot."
"What smirk? I got a smirk on
me? Where?"

.-
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To belleve-in gOod luck and
bad luck
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"The friendly ghost"
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9
1 1

Angel turned evil
A witch's pet

1 5

Rabbit's foot is

2 1

Luke Perry was in this
vampire movie

26

game in which the spirits
answer your questions

27

it's white,

orange,

& yellow

28

vampire's

favorite

drink

29
30

What you give to kids
opposite of life

32

Men use this to shave with

33

She wrote Frankenstein

01

.

DOWN
1

Talking to the dead

2

A strong distilled alcoholic
liquor.

3
8

•

,The~

use of sorcery

"Mistress of the Dark"

1 0

An obsessive worshipping
group

12

Kids dress up in ....

1 3

Movie with Dr. Gene Wilder

14

What kids throw on
Halloween

1 6
"Wrapped in bandages"
1 7 7 0 ' s sitcom of spooky
family
1 8
Movie with a hairy Jack
Nicholson
1 9
20

'.

Day that 13th fell on "
,Ha~loween

killer

22

Head Vamp in Interview with

2 3

a Vampire
Story about a headless ghost

24

The day after Halloween

25

What is this puzzle's topic?

3 1

Practical

joke

Answer to last Issue's
-Crossword

Before BOSS in. the sumMichael Robinson, a
mer of 1995, Baruch had Baruch graduate who was the
Baruch On-L ine Student Sys- founder of the club Braintem as a registration sys- trust, was appropriated
tem. BOLSS was imp 1emented $1,000 form DSSG to ge
in 1988 as ·0 brand new sys- started on a magazine deditem, "which took 4 to 5 years cated to Black history.
to develop. The registra- The magazine was due for
tion system at Baruch had publication on February 9,
not changed since the 1966's 1989 Black History month.

II

KAPLAN
This school is authorized under federal law
to enroll non-immigrant alien students.

The Newnan c~ub is an organization which prosotes a
Christian presence on campus.
After its absenteeism for nine
years, it reopened on 1987 to
'the present
According to
'Connell, the chaplain to the
Baruch club stated for the,
Ticker in 1987 that "The NaitrrJn
Club offers fellowship, service, teaching, and the' celebration of the Eucharist. It
also encompass SOCial, cut-"
tura Z and spi ri tua 1 dimensions. "

o

CLICK..
"...1 have the distinct feeling
I'm lost."
"Are you supposed to be in
Brooklyn?"
•
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As a result of an open

admissions at>:cCtJNY,.}f.; which
started in 1970, 't~" Italian-American InstitUte was
created to assist a newly discovered ethnic group
with
somewhat di fferent educational needs. The Ticker reported on December 8, 1987
that "According to Dr. Joseph V. Scelsa, the -direcxor
of the Italian-American Institute, it MaS established
for ' soci 0 logi ca 1 " po Ziti cal and 'psychological' purposes. tt '
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WHERE DOES YOUR $55.00 GO ??
Baruch College
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Full Time Day Session
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To the Students of Baruch College
From Nathan's Famous

•••
••

••
•
••

BUY
1
GETl
FREE
offer
on
••
••
•• any Hot Dog, Hamburger..or
.••.
• Chicken Sandwich
..•
••

•

.

•
."••
••
••
••
•••
••
•

·

(not to be combined with any other offer or value meals.)

**Ask for your 25% student discount card.**
Nathan's Famous
115 E 23rd Street
(212) 777~7361
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MAMA'S BOVZ by·JERRY CRAFT·
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The Career Symposium For Finance
at Baruch College
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forming the students about the startBy Joanne Guo
The Career Symposium for ing base salary ofa stock broker at his
Finance took place on Thursday, Oc- firm, a student rudely poked fun ofthe
tober 19th, in the Skylight Lounge Rm low salary figure. Another student
306,
Street building. This event added somethingwhich provoked stuwas sponsored by Finance & Econom- dents around them to burst into laughics Society and Career Services. The ter.
This incident not only gives
panel ofrepresentatives was from five
companies offering positions in the guest speakers a bad impression of
field offinance. They are: Lerner New Baruch students. it also shows that
York Computer Associates, ou, Dis- Baruch students are not willing to
count Brokers, Investment Manage- work hard. A stock broker makes .
ment Advisors, and Met Life Home money from commissions, not from
irmce.
base salary. And if the stock broker
The DurDOS€ ofthis career svm- works hard. "the commission earned
.. + t"
;.siurn 'l.V3.~ to famiblr,z(: students compared to "He oase salary is expo.. ",
,rr,
for
r.ential.' said the reoresentative from
.• cossible ,")~·nc.r ')Y"\"" ...rt.unit.ics
.. _
CIne. ;}v1J.er: students are complain. :; :.:e rnaiors and also !.)r:'\
~tif: them
.
---7":1 0. chance to submit their resumes
ing that no big investment firms re, ') the representatives from these com- cruit at Baruch. they should also De
-,
.
aware of'how they are being perceived
:7:'::~S. ~tudent3 also go; a ('D.SiCe "',0
~l~
-"f'-;
!.Lt
.,,,,-.It'
.-,-:i-: uuestions anri talk rme...un . . . me with ;"'\T those 1~J.Y"T'Y"l<;;; ''\II,,')'' ~~"
-hat Baru.ch students are ~(it ;}S corn-(,-"", reoresentarives
C..
:....<... l
_ .......
Students CaJ1!e- in with h ..isi- .petitive as students from other busi"" <.attires
the
Sk '\- ·:iugzht
ness schools, and this incident just
. .("
• ~;--,
L~
~S d.lnd ~'le~
.11 ........
1.
_.....
.L
:__ .unge to maximum capacity. How- confirms their belief
s-:'er, this event didn 't run
':.s smoothly as it should
,.ave been due to the rnisconduct and unprofessional behaviors emitted
l,ya few students .which:
in turn affected the im-:
age of the college as a!
whole.
i
Towards the end!
!§
of this event, while a rep-] .
!~
resentative from Dlde:
i§
Discount Brokers was in-:
.
,
;~
.~ Guest speakers attending the Career Symposium.
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.Just The Facts
continued from 'page 19

The "F" policy allows a student
to remove an "F' grade from the GPA
calculation, for up to 16 credits, if the
grade is a "C' or better. Although OPR
3300 is now recommended forAccounting majors, it is not the Same course
as OPR 3450 and cannot be used.
Q. My friend and I are seniors. He said that I should go to
the Curricular Guidance Of/ice
now, I said during registration,
who is correct? .
Your friend is correct. Ifyou have
questions youshould come to the Curricular Guidance.Officenow, before the
holiday season begins and telephone
registration starts. There is usually

..

an advisor who is at the window to answer questions. If you have a
worksheet on file, the advisor can refer to it to help you. DO NOT WAIT
FOR REGISTRATION.
Q. Last semester my cumulative GPA was 2.60. I am sure that
'I wiU raise it this semester. I want

to take a credit overload; what
should I do?
You cannot take a credit
overload for the spring semester
because your cumulative GPA is
less than a 2.75. If you have a
2.75 or better GPA, then you must
file a semester ahead for a credit
overload.

CHANNEL. SURFING
continued from Eage"26

ing me crazy... " "HELL NO!~ .."
.. ',ZOOM!
CUCK ..
.. "...there'sjust one thing Iwant
"...you did beat up that kid
to tell you, but YOtI haveto keep an
pretty good officer."
.
'Yeah, well, just let my record open mind. .I don't want
.. to be interrupted while I'm saying it either. '
and experience speak for, itself..."
Nothing bothers me more than sayZOOM!
"
"...1 didn't even know the kid ing something and just as I'm into
but everybody was hitting fiim. my damn speech, you-come yappin'
When my friends said it was okay away asking a whple bunch of questo hit him, I thought it was so I did. tions I'm about to answer anyways.
I beat him up pretty bad and later 'You better not ~o that or-"
, "Just say it, man."
on I learned the kid was pretty
'You son of a bitch! There you
coo I ... "
go again. Can't you shut your
CLICK ..
.....SAVE, SAVE, SAVE, SAVE, mouth for a few minutes. This can
only help you..."
SAVE, SAVE, SAVE, BIG!!!. ....
OFF.
CLICK..
''Why did you turn it ofl?"
"...What tha hell is that? That
'Nothing's on."
noise, what tha hell is that? It's driv-

,
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By Adelaide Blache
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U.N. "People" project works to strengthen cultural ties

Park Avenue South
Room 1548
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()ur office nours are:
;'vlonclay'-Th ursday
~ -r ida V

Our phone number is:
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(212)

9- ~

Please feel free

802-6795
·"

l u....

call or visit us!

The United Nations was the
venue for the September 18 premiere of the animated film titled
"People., A Musical Celebration
Of Diversity." The 45-minute
film's broadcast premiere on the
Disney Channel was on United
Nations Day, October 24 at 7PM.
and was part of the celebration
honoring the 50th anniversary of
the United Nations. The U.N.
has a mandateto reach out to the
youth ofthis world; showing them
that tolerance and the acceptance
of diversity is the only way to
survive. "People," which is based
on the Peter Spier's international
best selling book of the same
name, is in the same tradition of
this mandate and has sold more
than five million copies in 20 lan-

terribly boring place to live.
. "People," which took more .than
three years to produce, combines
many different styles of animation,
including traditional eel, clay, color
pencil, oil, computer, puppet and 3D model animation. It was animated atthe Klassika Studio, Mocow
which employed 150 artists who
drew more than 100,00 individual
pictures. An international blend of
music on the soundtrack brings the
story together. Guests at the premiere received the special treat of
being serenaded by Tony Award
winner Lea Solanga, and Grammy
Award winner Peabo Bryson who
sangPeople's theme song"How WonderfuiWeAre." Solanga and Bryson
lead the list of internationally renowned artists who brought their
§ own styles and; rhythms to the
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"...The only way for
the uiorldto
is to acknowledge
and accept our,
•
neighbor's differences."

" ~.~Cara fin-Dlly "
learns that people
are more similar
than they are"
different... "

'survive

Cara and her grandfather go around the world in the animated
film "People."

'development.
guages.
The book shows that although it
"When the U.N. decided to be- is wonderful that the world is made
come a part of this project," says up of individuals with various culproducer Jason Miles ofLightyear tures and tastes, these differences
Entertainment, "they sent us to can create conflicts. Thus, the only
their experts-the students at way for the world to survive is to
The United Nations International acknowledge and accept our
School. There, the kids literally neighbor's differences. This story
tore up the scrijit saying it was was not written with a "Once upon
condescending to children." In a time" format, so realistic characthe end, representatives from 33 . ters had to be developed to tie the
countries, as well as a distin- film's story.
In the film, the story unfolds
guished team of advisors from
the U.N., colleges and universi- through the imagination of a preties from around the world, were cocious II-year old named Cara.
utilized to ensure cultural accu- While spending the weekend with
racy and to participate in the story her grandfather, the voice of vet-

eran actor Hume Cronyn, Cara
comments, "I had this idea that project. Together these artists have
people should be more alike, you won 16 Grammy Awards and inknow less different, so they elude names such as Lebo M., Heavy
wouldn't fight." Through an od- D, Vanessa Williams, Dave Koz, Jayssey in her mind, Cara and her son Miles, Chaka Khan, Ivan Lins,
grandfather are transported Sounds of Blackness, AI Jarreau,
around the globe exploring and Brenda Russell and Grover Washlearning about the world's di- ington.
verse foods, languages, religions
The videocassette, which will be
and t.raditions. For example, distributed by Wamer Vision will
they go to Africa to hear a tale be available in stores on November
from story teller J akamarra, the 14. It would indeed be wonderful if
voice of James Earl Jones. Cara this video can fulfill the goal and
finally learns that people are show how important it is to put
more similar than they are' dif- aside differences, the hate, the anferent and that if everyone were ger and come together as one race:
the same, the world would be a the human race.
-------- - - - - - - - -

·Latino Soap Star Dishes The Down Low

I

The Ticker goes" behind the scenes to discuss "One Life To Live" storyline -i-

By Manny Rodriguez
Last month, I had the opportunity to speak with actress Patricia
Mauceri who plays the character
Carlotta on WABC's "One Life To
Live." She spoke about her character, the daytime soap opera's
story line, and the Latin woman. I
caught up with Mauceri in her
dressing room after taping and
she gave The Ticker this exclusive interview.

Mauceri: One of the things I was
concerned about in doing this role
was the stereotyping of the Latino
woman and the Latin family overalL And the other thing I was afraid
ofis that she would become very one
dimensional. So that we'd see her
only from one perspective and the
perspective of a big television network and their perspective is kind of
limited. Like they're looking through
the keyhole of a door and they see

___ ..

~~._~.-",_.~'_u>"\IU.~--

our life in little microcosms-but i .
they don't see the big picture.
!
I don't know what they have in j'
store frankly. I was concerned!
about the gang story line because
I thought it hit too hard 'and the
network, of course, has to fill the
summer with a young story line. ,
But these people, this family!
has to be integrated with the i
I

I

co.ntinued on page 32

The A&E editorial
deadline for the next

~v~:.,:~t!!r'-

Contact Darren or'
Manny at (212) 8026800 to get involved!!!
Submit articles, letters,
~~or.
p~inRoom
1522 m the 360 Park
Avenue South

building!!!
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Hip-Bop Editorial by Edward Rodriguez
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"Why do you choose to listen to the R&B proanother
R&B?
ducer is doing is
sample. The
-Organized Konfusion, copying; not
R&B produc"Stress"
sampling. There
ers that do this
"Rhythm and Blues...ain't the was no digging
are not doing
same... samplin'thefresh hip-hop , to find the old
any work and
breaks just to make a hit / that's record; there
are not conwhy tome R&B really ain't shit... " was no actual
tributing any-Tha Alkaholiks, "Can't Tell discovery of a
thing to any
Me Shit"
specific element
musical art
to sam ple and
form.
R&B has been given new life thus no new inAn example
as its sound has been kept alive strumental
oftoday's R&B
'by sampling and R&B vocals be- track was made.
production
ing continuously used as chocopy work is
Live instruruses in hip-hop music. It is mentation was Bad Boy Entertainment's Faith
Faith's "No
fully expected that R&B would one of the most Evans.
Other Love"
use hip-hop style beats and mu- important parts of the '70s soul produced by Sean "Puffy" Combs.
sical styles as an accompanying music era. R&B has lost all of its Originally, the Notorious B.I.G.'s
element to diversify soul music. musical creativity and it has hurt "Warning" had sampled the
However, this has not happened. hip-hop. Real rap music makes bassline of Isaac Hayes' "Walk on
R&B· today is just a weak pop less money with commercial audi- By" and made a big radio hit.
version of its former self that ences because people would rather Faith's "No Other Love" samples
uses all of the hip-hop compo- hear crooning on break beats than the song in the same way except
nents that crossover. When a brothers and sisters dropping mili- the bassline is slowed down
rap producer samples a record, tant street poetry.
slightly so she can sing to it. There
To many, artists such as Mary is no creativity to this and no
he/she changes it in some way or
lifts a specific part such as a J. Blige and Faith are proof that deep digging. Pulled sentence It
bassline or musical hook. The R&B/hip-hopis a truly unique and is okay to sample a song twice but
end result is usually a very dif- quality art form. On the contrary, no new instrumental variation
ferent instrumental that is simi- these artists are just excellent was made. This isa lazy attempt
.lar to the original sample. R&B singers singing directly over al- to use a successful beat again and
producers arejust taking the rap ready made break beats. It is not again to make radio hits. That's
producers reworked version of a "hip-hop" to use an instrumental wack. Most will not admit this
sample and singing over it. What that was originally created from since these R&B songs individu-

ally sound good and the full art
of sampling is hard to understand.
The negative effects on hiphop have already been seen. Hot
97 (WQHT) will play about three
different songs with not only the
same sampled records, but
sampled in the same exact way.
This trend will continue as commercial audiences continue to
crave for hip-hop flavor without
directly understanding and feeling the deleted words experiences
that shaped it. Producers of
today's hip-hoplR&B will only be
original when they start making
original music-whetherit be from
live instrumentation or from finally digging for records and samplingcreatively. For now, hip-hop
R&B isjust unoriginal ghetto pop.

Don't forget to listen
to The E&J SHOW on
WBMB 590 AM every
Tuesday from 7 to 9
PM. The session is
hosted by Edward
"Sunset Style"
Rodriguez with J- WAR
on the wheels ofsteel!

.

!

continued from page 31

rest of the people who live in
Llanview if they're going to have
a real life here. And the only way
i to do that is slowly and let these
: relationships form over a long
: period of time. You don't all ofa
! sudden accept somebody who's
; on a different social strata than
! you unless, for some reason, they
connect with you on some level.
And then form that relationship
over time.
Ticker: How have you received
the story line? Do you think that
the writers could have taken
; more time to develop the charac: ters more?
Mauceri: Unfortunately, the
i network doesn't feel like they
! have the time to afford the new
: actor coming onto the scene, por: traying not only a new character
: but a whole new life style. A
i whole new socioeconomic group,
i a whole different world that lives
on the other side of town. And
they didn't take the time but they
don't feel like they have the time.
! But in one sense they're right. In
another they're very wrong because ultimately developing
t

,

;

,

[
I
Soa p star Patricia Mauceri 0.)
and Manny Rodriguez.
I

a problem. I don't think they've
really explored those possibilities because it's either black or
white as far as they're concerned... Butthenetworkistaking a big leaphere,-a big leap of
faith. They know that the demographics are showing them this
is good for our market-for us to
get the market. Besides that
they could have, like you said,
made some cute Latin lawyer or
businessman come on and that
would have been the end of that.
But for them to bring on a family
.
that is truly middle class and to
leave them there for a while, and
I hope they do. Even if they
wherethatchar~cteriswillserve upgrade our family at some point;
them in the long run.
I hope they give us at least a year
I Ticker: When I watch the soap or two, to understand where these
i I see some positive things happeople are. Because I think everyI pening but it seems that some- body watching the show would
I times they're so overly positive
like to see Carlotta be successful.
Iit's not really realistic anymore.
! Mauceri: Yeah, I think, that's
__
.--J
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Album: Doe Or Die

Artist: Pebbles
Album: Straight From
The Heart
Label: MeA
Rating: ***

~
!

Artist: Fourplay
Album: Elixir
Lab~l: .. ~arner Bros.

We all remember Pebbles from
her infectious 1988 hit "Mercedes
Boy." Today, the talented singer,
who owns her own label Pebbitone
is coming out with her third New
Jill Swing album. On her latest
endeavor titled "Straight From
The Heart," the '80s diva serves
as writer, performer and executive producer.
Throughout the album we hear
a sort of night club motif being
played as a brief live recording
from "Club Laid Back" (which is
actually Cafe LaCoCo in Atlanta).
The topic ofthis album, however, is
love. The standout, and my favorite song offofthe album is "Happy,"
which has a jazzy feel to it and is
about love promises. Another
standout, "Long Way To Travel,"
has a message of peace and unity,
a great melody and a smooth beat.
On this album Pebbles worked
with talented producers such as
Sean "Puffy" Combs, who with able
hands, worked the song "You"
which is about the atiencere-
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quired of a lover. The songs
"Soul Replacement" and "Show
Me" were worked by the Organized Noize Crew and contain a
sharp hip-hop edge that compliments Pebbles' voice.
Her latest album shows that
Pebbles is more of a soul diva
than she ever was on 1988's selftitled album. Maybe with a little
luck, 'Pebbles' "Straight From
The Heart" four-year comeback
album might just be a big. one.

-Ana L. Hernandez

Excellent:
Good:
Fair:
Poor:

****
***
**
*

album has that CD 101.9 sound all just plain boring. James relies too
over it.
much on lush electric piano, synIt's sad that the album sounds like thesizer and vibe sounds to make
Lab~l: ~~
J
all of the other groups coming out up the songs. Along With East and
Ratlllgr"--:'- .. , ,'.... ,:-- - ,- '..--.' . Ra~g.
.
lately because this group is made up Mason, he never really stretches
The MC ofthe '.90's is faced with
I used to enjoy listening to CD of some major talent.. KeYboardist out With a good ·8010 anywhere on
one of the most difficult tasksin .. 101.9, New York's ,."cool~--jazz..sta-. .&bJeRes,-. guitarist ~RiteBaw",.. the album. .. Thankfully~·Ritenour-- .
all of music. He/she must find a tion. 'I'hey usedtoplaymodernjazz bass player Nathan East· bass and appears'on this album. Thisman is
way to represent his peoples and . that had feeling, groove, mood and drummer/ percussionist Harvey known for being an exceptionaljazz
to say things that will relate to above all, incredibly innovative Mason make up the quartet but they guitarist and his performance on
them. An Me must state the obvi- musicians. It seems like those days don't do much more than that.
this album confirms it. He has
ous without being obvious and are gone because a large .portion of
Collectively the group works well,· beautiful phrasing, precision dymust convince the audience that what the station plays sounds like each musician gives to album and all namics and a sweet, soulful guitar
'hismaterialisoriginal and ofhigh elevator music. Fourplay's latest are fine players but the songs are tone that is just right for the type of
quality: If-the MG_does all of this
music that he is doing. He is the
but doesn't sound phat, he's still
only point ofinterest on the majorArtist: Rock For Choice'\, male-led bands Eve's Plum and
gone. "Doe Or Die" is an attempt
Babes in Toyland. . Staying very
ity of the songs.
Album:
Spirit
of
'73
,
at this seemingly impossible task
, I liked only two songs on the
true to Sister Sledge's "We Are
I Label: .Sony Musiel550
!
and artist AZ hits. AZ's classic
Family," is the band Ebony Vibe
album. One was the title track
. verse on N as' "Life's A Bitch" was
Everlasting. With the exception
"Elixir':-« which has some feelRating
"a small sample of what he would , Maybe it was the inside photo of a very brief rap in the middle,
ingto it and a beautiful Ritenour
bring:
solo-and "Play Lady Play"
of a teenage Joan Jett with their interpretation is almost
The themes of survival and lock
which has a kind of upbeat, hipscreaming powder blue eye identical to the Sisters. Skip over
down are found throughout the
hop groove happening.' However,
shadow that made me instantly Letters to Cleo's "Dreams"- it's
album. The mental and physical
practically Fleetwood Mac's exmost of the songs are down right
love "Spirit of'73". Or maybe
entrapment that society creates
act arrangement, even
snoozers. The most disappointit was the fact that the
down to the cymbal
ing display was Ritenour's own
for Blacks and Latinos is captured
CD merges the best of
by AZs abstract lyrics,' flawless
crashes and guitar
composition "Magic Carpet Ride."
70s cheesy disco and
leads. The lead voIt starts offweU, then takes some
., flow and pinpoint execution. AZ
pop ballads with
, -'knows what sounds good and his I 90s alternative rock
cal is too wimpy to
weird turns in the middle. It
make this someends up with Nathan East singtiming and vocal rhythm is proof.
power chords and
what boring song
ing "wordless vocals." East also
Unlike other at~S"wherethemes distortion.
Or
any more inter.estmakes a really lame attempt at
, are over-killed, 1\2 .-escapes this
maybe it was being.
J ohnette
scat on "East 2 West." I could go
pitfall 'by changing pace. On the
cause this is a fun CD
Napolitano does an out- . on and describe some other tracks
with an important mestrack "Uncut Raw" he flows. exstandingjob on Patti Smith's
but I'm running out ofadjectives.
sage. Recorded to benefit
pertly without a main topic.
Jazz is a medium of music that
"Rock for Choice," an organiza- eerie "Dancing Barefoot."
"Rather.UnliIue" is a another disProbably the best track on the
defies rules and pushes the ention founded by the band L 7 and
play.ofhis lyrical dexterity. These
velope ofimprovisation to its lim- .
the Feminist Majority to mobilize CD is a live recording done by L 7
songs and a few others help keep
its. Today, jazz has become more
the music community and young of The
the album diverse without sacriRunaways' 70s hit "Cherry
controlled and composed than
adults to stand up for reproducficing lyrical content or depth. The
ever. Fourplay exemplifies this
tive freedom, the CD's proceeds Bomb. " Recorded at the "Rock for
production is also on point with
new trend. They can do much
benefit several projects which help Choice" concert in 1992, the band
Pete Rock and others supplying
,
.
.
better than they have on this
support women s service orgam- isjoined onstage by Joan Jett, one
smooth yet hard tracks that match
of the original Runaways.
album and future ones if they
zations.
. AZ'sstyle. AZ has given a perfect
With the screaming crowd in
just let themselves stretch out a
"Spirit of '73" picks the best of
mixture ofintellectually stimulatbit. Musieians this renowned
"Saturday Night Fever" era's disco the audience and the guitars
ing, non-formalistic hip-hop that
can do more than turn out elevahits like "If! Can't Have You" and onstage, it is true free-spirited
will teach, entertain and show the
screaming Rock N' Roll at its best.
tor music.
~More, More, More" and reinvents
world the latest MC great: AZ;
-Susan White.Anthony Gregory.
.them courtesy ofaltemative fe-Manny RodrigU{!z

j

The Down .Low

,.

Critics of hip-hop can point endlessly to violent lyrics, misogynist
attitudes and anything else that
bothers them about the music but .
. its importance cannot be denied
when speaking about Fat Joe.
Growing up trife in the South ity and steelo. But the reason
Bronx, hip-hop was the only way this album is so tight is the lyrics
for the fat one to survive and rep- and production. The. production
resent. His '93 album "Represent" side showcases work byDiamond
got him mad props in the hip- hop D, L.E.S., Joe Fatal, and
community but many were ques- Domingo. There are also remixes
tioning whether his skills could by DJ Premier. L.E.S. reworks
provide him with career longev- Marvin Gaye's "Sexual Healing"
ity. "Jealous One's Envy" is one of on the track"Envy" and provides
this year's top efforts and will en- Joe with the smooth type flavor
sure a spot for Fat Joe in hip-hop's he gave AZ on "Sugar Hill."
elite class ofmike controllers. The Domingo produced the album's
raw skills he displayed two years first single "Success" which is easago have all come together today. ily one ofthe year's best all around
An extremely powerful voice, great songs. Other. standouts include
delivery and the classic flow make "Bronx Tale" with KRS ONE, "ReFat Joe stand out vocally on the spect Mine" wi th Raekwon on chomike. Fat Joe, recognizing the rus, and "Part Deux.", Fat Joe
recent lyrical performances ofNas, returns with an excellent showWu, Keith Murray and others, ing of MC abilities and will surmade an effort to com'e with strong prise those who slept.
lyrics that would reflect his real-Manny Rodriguez

ILatino Soap. Star Dishes O;ntertablmentBrief§)
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Artist: Fat Joe
Album.: Jealous One's
. Envy
Label: Relativity
Rating: ****
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Although the holiday season cidentatArbuk,""Deep Space Nine
doesn't seem that close, the retail #13: Station Rage" and "The Next
entertainment market has been Generation #37: The Last Stand"
gearing up for the rush for a few will be available next month...
months now. MCA Universal
More of the zany sounds of the
Home Video will release "Street wisecracking
Animaniacs
Fighter," ·the arcade game (Yakko, Wakko, Dot, etc.) and the
spawned, action film starring raunchy Ren & Stimpy will soon
kickboxingveteranJean-Claude be released on CD. Kid Rhino, a
Van Damme on Nov. 14 at a sug- division of Rhino Records, will regested price of $19.98...
lease the 16 song album
Universal Pictures will also be "Animaniacs: Variety Pack," which
releasing "Casino" in November. ' includes lyrics of songs from some
The high-rolling thriller, directed of the cartoon show's most popuby
Martin
lar and i nfa-:
Scorsese, is
mous episodes.
set in theglam..(;.;.
Sony Wonder's
our and glitz of
"Ren
&
the 1970s Las
Stimpy: Radio
Vegas strip
Daze" has all of
and stars Robthe offthe wall
ert De Niro,
comedic antics
S h a ron
that made the
Stone
and
s c raw n y
Joe Pesci...
Ren & Stimpy's new album
chi h u a h u a
New York release "Radio Daze."
and
the
Times Magadimwitted fezine editor Eric V. Copage has line Nickelodeon superstars...
written a novel titled "A Kwanzaa
Judges have been announced for
Fable." The coming of age story Musician magazine's 1996 Best
utilizes the seven principles and Unsigned Band Competition,
the essence of Kwanzaa, trans- which allows aspiring artists the
forming the life of a struggling opportunity to get feedback from
youngman. Copagealsocompiled veterans of the music industry.
"Kwanzaa Music," a 72-minute Winners will be selected by Pearl
recording featuring artists such Jam guitarist Stone Gossard,
as James Brown, Aretha Franklin, Steve Winwood, Adrian Belew,
Thomas Mapfumo and Tabu Ley alternative rock stars Juliana
Rochereau...
Hatfield and Matthew Sweet,
GreatnewsforTrekkies! Pocket jazz giant Pat Metheny and
Books will soon release three more multi-Grammy Award winning
Star Trek titles. "Voyager #5: In- Jimmy Jam. Deadline is Dec. 31.
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Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a.month on long distance
and we'll subtract 25% off your AT&T bill: Spend $50 a month, get 30% off Guaranteed. This
special offer ends soon, so you've got to call 1 ~OO TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15.
No fees. No lists. And no circles. That's Your True Choice"A..AT&T.
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Attend a free TOEFL class at Kaplan.
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6:00 - 7:00 PM

ManhattanCenter- 'l3.1.West S'6th.-·Street (Between 6th & 7th Avenues)
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By Richard Browne
I didn't want to do this! I
thought I had gotten away with
not doing this, but my editor
had a few strong words with me
and so here I. am; doing a post
mortem of the Yankees season.
A roller coaster season that
would have been described as
an epic one had they made it to
the Series. Let's try to put the
,Yankees's season into perspective.
'
We'll start with the Yankee
story all year who, without a
d011 1.) t . was Bernie Williams. In
a stump through the first halfof
year, Williams turned into a
veritable power plug in the second half of the season with a
good postseason. He grew up as
a hitter this year and was indispensable down the stretch. So
much that Showalter kept him
from going home to Puerto Rico
for the birth of his child! In
terms of his fielding, Bernie Williams finally and firmly established himself as the Yankees'
centerfielder for years to come.
His early jumps on the ball and
his great speed enabled him to
get to almost any ball in the
park and this is after years of
'~nough blunders in the field that
could fill a Bloopers tape. Bernie
Williams was the Yankees MVP
. this year no question. His
..outfieldingpartner Pau] O'Neill
chased the batting title for
awhile and as usualchased batting perfection all year long.
For someone chasing batting
nirvana O'Neill had only to look
across the clubhouse and take
notes from Wade Boggs. We
already know that Boggs is one
of the best hitters in history.
What we didn't know about was
his Gold Glove ability at third.
Yankees third baseman of the
future Russ Davis will have to
remain just that;· the third
baseman of the future or the

first baseman because if the
Yankees have any sense then
Boggs will get a chance to get
his 3,000 hit in the Bronx and
proceed directly to the Hall of
Fame. By the way, any questions of Boggs's dedication to
the team should have been put
to rest down the stretch when
he played great almost everyday with bum hamstrings. .
Randy Velarde gave the Yankees unselfish, uncomplaining
work all year. He played third,
he played second, he played left,
he played short. Wherever Buck
asked him to fill in he did and
played well everywhere. He defined the term "utility player"
all year long. The coming of age '
of several young Yankee pitchers was the other gr'ea t news
this year. Mariano Riv iera,
Andy Pettitte and' Sterling
Hitchcock all came of age; this
year and showed Steinbrenner
what you get when you pick good'
talent and then hold onto them"
as well. The trio will allow the
Yankees to pick and choose from
among the veterans who they
want back. Of the group consisting of Jimmy Key, Melido
Perez, Jack Me Dowell and
David Cone, one or maybe twowill not be back next y e a r .
Throw in Dwight Gooden and,
,we.ll,~prin.-g . s~ason will. be
highly. competative . next. year.
The Yankees have enough quality pitching' under contract that
they may be able to goo out and
get. a superstar in their lineup
to carry the team in RBIs occasionally.
On that note, let us turn to
the rest, The DH situation.needs
.to be cleared up one way or the
other, HopefullyDarryl Strawberry can come back from the
winter leagues with the tools to
play left 'field leaving Ruben
Sierra inthe DH position where
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An outcry for school spirit!'
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By Jeovanni Andino
These teams however, ar.e supAs the Statesmen head out to ported very loosely, if supported
compete head to head against at all, by the Baruch comrnumany other colleges in .the New nity! This must have a very
York area and beyond, they do negative affect on the athletes
it alone!! No screaming mob of who are the nuts 'and bolts of
school supporters, no intimidat- the few teams we have left in
ing chants of "Go Baruch " from this school. It would.. be very
students who travel just as far discouraging 1.0 know that after
as the athletes, to watch them all the hard work and effort
represent Baruch College to the spent practicing and. prepar'ing
best of their ability! .
'.
.for competrtion in the nameof
.

.
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StateS.etl ·weMve hacI an ~;:;.~":' ..... .' . '

ters

·pressive 'C;ossCountry team, a"
Championship Volleyball t~am,
a Basketball team which was
respected in its division, and
'even a cheerleading team who
is feared by many other community and even private colleges!!

. THIS SCHOOL IS AUTHORIZED UNDER FEDERAL LAW 'TO ENROLL NON-IMMIGRANT ALIEN STUDENTS.
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don't attend tbe Statesmen and more tedious to travel the disStateswomen's matches!
. . .tances required just to go see your
" First and foremost, the lack of team play hence, effectively elimistudent-participation.cari be as- nating .any 'desire to cheer your
. sociated with the most recent team OR.
. budget cuts! Before' the cuts, " .Despite the fact that there is a
Baruch had a total of ,12-teams! ."' good percentage ofnight students
We currently comp~,wrthonjy .: that attend home games, there is
8 teamsl" ·'):'he."uts·\hpe alse . a need for better support within
.forcedmore and.mqr€ students.. the.' Baruch community so that
.into ~mpl~ym~~t..~n,orde~ to.at- the-athletes feel more respected
.tend school. ThIS results In ~e.ss . and in tum J;eturn
.9r by
~ in M,U de V
. · ..,»riD,gi.
.. ....-' ..
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Now .all-ehe blamecan~otbe .fprthe lacko-~8choolspirtt, Is.the~., '!>efore B~cli students g~t more
placed' on the students .either! absence of a real campus. .Welhvolved WIth the athletic proAfter a phone~ in:erview with ~~n'thaveal~.oft~efa~ilitiesthat.gr~ms. Atleastnow~ththenew
Dr. Eng,AthletIcDlrector, there ~o~~adequately~rov~clethecon- gnd schedule there WIll be more
were a few externalities pointed venl~nce .that a ,school. c~pus .students around to watch the
out to me on wh~ most students prOVIdes·. It becop;1~s mare and home games!
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he thrived once he got to New though either in the-press or in
York. John Wetteland stunk the clubhouse and no one comes
towards the end when it really to the baseball park better premattered and that is all that pared
to
manage
than
counts in evaluating him unfor- Showalter.
tunarely. If you cannot count
Let's face cold hard reality here
on your closer then he is use- for a second. The Yankees had no
less. Buck didn't let McDowell business being in the wild card
pitch in relief against Seattle race scrambling and needing to win
because he wanted to, he had no so many games in the last week of
confidence left in Wetteland. the season. They let Boston run
Wetteland must see Ken Griffey away from. them early on while
Jr. in his sleep at this point. they stumbled horribly. Last year
Jim Leyritz needs to go, heroic the Yankees, Braves and Indians
Game 3 homer and all. His com- were the cream ofthe crop until the
plaining, tough guy attitude has strike. No I haven't forgotten about
no place in Buck's clubhouse. Jimmy Key but the Yankees came
Steve Howe was up and down out early this season and simply
all year. That in itselfis excus- did not look like the same team
able because so was the rest of' from last year. Key didn't pitch
the team. 'The fact that Howe every game, hit and field last year
'used. the press to voice his dis- .did he?
content on several topics and --v- The Yankees simply have to adtake shots at management is dress some glaring problems in the
not. Maria no Rivera showed off-season that came to light this
that he can work very effectively year. They need. 1) a catcher who
coming out of the bullpen so can throw out base stealers beSteve Howe can be gotten rid of. cause Stanley and Leyritz proved
He should probahly be gotten that they could not. 2) Some base
rid of anyway. I have already stealers of their own because apart
spoken about the Mattingly situ- from Bernie Williams the rest of
ation at length in this column them couldn't steal a base on their
before. Ifhe wants some type of own mothers and the big home run
huge extended contract then didn't come often enough this year
Hello Russ Davis. If he'll take a to drive people in. 3) A 35 - 40 HR
short incentive-laden contract / 90 - 100 RBI guy to stick in the
then Come on Back Donnie.
cleanup spot behind Bernie, Boggs
~ uckBhowal ter has . defined @dO'N~ill._ .Either.Stra~berrx.pr
this team's character and made Sierra may be it but I'm -not conthem his team. His managerial vinced about either. Strawberry
decision-making often looked hasn't been that productive since
nothing short of genius. Leav- he left New York and Sierra has
ing weak-hitting Pat Kelly in to too many bad at-bats whe~e he's
hit a HUGE home run against just an easy out.
the Jays in the last days of the
Well, another season has passed
season, seemingly bringing and the Yankees have become better
Strawberry.. . in every time only but are not quite there yet. They
to see !liIil'~~t import.ant hits. have the pitchingand the fielding. If
Being the "manager Buck also they can keep those two aspects indeserves a- lot of't,he->.·hlam e for tact and address some of the probthe way the-Yankees 'Performed, lems listed above then I may even go
or rather didnlt "perform e.ar'ly , out and see some games next year.
on. He didn't give-up on his g~ys
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1. Whose pitching career was waylaid in
1966 due to arthritis?
2. What tennis star's nickname was Little
Moe?
3. What athlete, later turned actor, was
thefirst to swim 100 meters in less
than a minute?
4. What race was lengthened by 385 yards
just so that Edwark VII could see the
finish line more clearly?
5. What is the Dame ofthe Italian game which
resembles lawn bowling?
6. What is the maximum amount of clubs a
golfer is allowed to use in a round?
7. What is the nickname for the University of
Georgia's football team? 8. Who was signed by the New York Jets to a
$427,000 contract on January 2, 1965?

Recent Games
Women's Volleyball
-., October
21

CATHOLIC CENTER

New Jersey City State Tournament
First Round
vs Brooklyn
Second Round
vs. Sacred Heart
Third Round
.r
vs. St. Aquinas
Quarterfinals
vs. Bloomfield
Semifinals
vs. Jersey City
Finals
vs. Sacred Heart

W
W
L
W
W
L

2-0
2-0
1-2*
2-0
2-0
1-2*

Women's Cross Country
October
22 Brooklyn Cup Invitational

3rd Place

- .- - - ~ - - - - _ . _ - - - - _ . _ - - - , - - - - -----

-------------------

*Denotes indicate double elemination
----------- - - - - - - - - - - '

- - - - ---------------.-----

~-----_.

llpcominJl-games
Women's Volleyball

,

October

•

orne away aw 1 e...

r,

Tuesday
'. Saturday

24
28

Manhattanville
Hudson-Valley Tournament

Away 7:00
T.B.A. T.B.A.

CUNY Championships

T.BA. T.B.A.'

November'
Wednesday

1

Women's Tennis
Wednesday
Saturday

Mark 6:31

25
28

Yeshiva
CUNY Championships

Home 3:30
T.B.A T.B.A.

,I. ·,ViDee-~di~s:~,·_'

Womens' Cross CountrySunday

-.

29

Hudson Valley Championships

2. Melbourne, Australia
3. 6
4. The U.S.
5. Arnie's Army
6. Ron Turcotte
7. Ingemar Johansson
8. Inside the penalty area

10:30am*

*All meets held at Van Cortlandt Park

All times, dates and locations are subject to
change. Please contact the Health and Physical
Education Departments for' any possible changes.
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Football Picks

Thursdays 1-1:20

,
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Week IX

360 PAS Rm.1922

''Be still and know that I am God."

DH
K
KlDH
KlDB
DB
DB
KJDB

Sponsored by Newman Catholic Center
360 PAS T)~rn. 1511
/

toH
-DH
lDH

at
Jaguars
at
Jets
at
Browns
at
Cowboys
at
Rams
at
Packers
at
Cougars
at
Bills
Seahawks at
at
Saints
at'
Hues
at
Giants
'at
Bears

!

Steelers
Colts
Bengals
Falcons
Eagles
Lions
Patriots
Dolphins
Cardinals
4gers
Oilers
Redskins
VIkings
,-

K:

Kramer

DHIK
K

Week X
DH

,K

DH
K

K
KlDH
DB

J{

-DHIK
KlDH
DHIK
K
K
K

K

K/DH

Bills
Patriots
Oilers
Lions
Rams
Packers
Redskins
Steelers
Raiders
Cougars
Cardinals
Giants
Dolphins
.~

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

Colts
Jets
Browns
Falcons
Saints
Vikings
Chiefs
Bears
Bengals
4gers
Broncos
Seahawks
Chargers
>

K
-DH
DHIK
DH
K
K/DH
K/DH
KJDH

K/DH"-.~

DB

..

,

(56~51)

DB: Dark Horse (53-54)
,

'.

w

.. .

Digging our way to the Championships
.

.

Baruch Stateswomen favorite to win the CUNY Championships

,

By Laureen Hobbs
It's a bird! No, It's a plane! No,
it's a winning Baruch sports team!
The Stateswomen Volleyball Team!
A team that has continually provided Baruch with an outstanding
representation amongst the rest of
the CUNY schools and others!
This year's team consists ofmany
new,and old faces. First let's welcome back our seniors. Catherine
..
Ebanks #4, co-captain came from
.. ,.
.Orme High School. She currently
.... "- plays the position of middle hitter/
outside hitter. Sybil Smith, #8and
-. the second co-captain attended St. '
joseph's Convent. She occupies
. the position ofmiddle hitter. These
',women are the glue that holds the
team 'together. The last senior is
Sharon Ting, #5. Ting comes to us
.from-Notre Dame High School. She
, r playsthe position ofoutside hitter..
,, Oursetters/outside hitters consist
ofNai, Pu Cheng, #6. Wyman Ng,#3
and J en Phan,#7.· Shynika
Ricketts, #11 a sophomore form'
TildenHigh School, has shown ex':
. -c,cellent athletic spirit throughout
.
the season. She plays the position
of middle/outside hitter. The new
.:......

r

.... -

f-.

freshmen on the team consists of
Angelica Chang, Rebecca Matos,
Natalie Rodriguez, and Vera Wong.
The coaching staff consists of a
wife and husband team. Mrs. Ivy
Ching-Yuen is the head coach while
her husband, Mr. Johnson Yuen is
the assistant coach and the head
coach of Baruch's men's volleyball
team. I like to thank all the ladies
for taking time out of their busy
schedules to participate in the
Baruch Athletic Program by practicing and playing for the Women's
Volleyball team.
The Stateswomen record is an
impressing 14-4. Their last victory
came over Lehman college on October 18 to claim first place in the
CUNY league. They finish the season undefeated in the CUNY
league. When questioned about
the four losses, Assistant Coach
Yuen had this to say: "The Volleyball programs at Kean College,
William Patterson and Montclair
State are much more advanced,
which is common "With' most athletic pro-grams in New Jersey. The
Volleyball programs in New York
City High Schools and Juroor High

Schools, are not as strong as New
Jersey's." The fourth and toughest
loss of the season came after a gut
wrenching five matches against
NYU on October 9. Don't worry
sports fans, as the years go by, this
team will go undefeated against
any school, regardless of the location and backgrounds of the programs.
Our team faces its biggest challenge of the season on Saturday
October 28, the team ofdetermined
and dedicated players will participate in the Hudson Valley tournament. A tournament in which they
will defend the title they won last
year.
On Sunday October 29, the team
will partake in the CUNY Championships... This tournament will be
held at Lehman College, time is to
be announced. Since last year,
there have been some major
changes In: the CUNY Championship games. Last year, the championship games consisted of the
tOp fourteamswitnthe best record" '
playing for the coveted champion-

CUNY teams are going to play in
the Championships. There will be
two pools of teams. Four CUNY
schools will be placed in each. The
top two teams from each pool will
play for the championships. This
will 'require the winning team at
the very least to play at least 21
matches! This will definitely be an
all day affair. So Sports fans, bring
your lunch and lots of snacks.
Hopefully, there will not be a
Cinderella story, seeing how our
team are the favorites to win the
championships.
Once again, I wish the ladies and
the coaches good luck on this upcoming weekend. Remember,
above all, have fun and enjoy yourselves. Sports fans, I will see you
at the Championships!

ship. However.; this y~ar in a show

of good sportsmanship, all of the

...~ ~. rebuftal~ are welC:~.·
'By Ari Hirsch

With the Yanks gone in the first
round of the championship series
and the football teams in N ew York
continuing to look pitiful, I'm sure
that I'm not the only one at Baruch
looking forward to the basketball
season. On November 3 the
Knickerbockers play, in their first
pro-season game under their new
head coach, Don Nelson, against the
Pistons in Detroit. No matter what
anyone thinks or says, Pat Riley will
be missed as a head coach in New
York, however ifthe Knicks plan on
going anywhere this season they
must put .the situation with Riley
behind them, and concentrate on
Nelson's approach of an open court
and motion offensive game. With a
new coach, new style, new attitude,
and new philosophy, the only question that remains is whether the
New York Knicks will be the "new"
Knicks or back to their old ways.
During the off-season, the Knicks
resigned Anthony Mason to an exuberantly overpaid contract. Don't
get me wrong, Mason is definitely

the best sixth man out there, but a
six year 25 million dollar deal? I
don't think so. The Knicks should
use their money more wisely and get
themselves something that they're
in desperate need of; a steady star
guard. The Knicks need someone
else that they can go to during the
clutch. Starks, knowing Nelson from
his rookie season at Golden State,
feels at ease with his new head coach
but is clearly not the man the Knicks
can count on during the playoffs. It's
been proven time and time again
that Starks just chokes in tight situations. Hubert Davis should also be
able to help Starks out at guard, but
is Hubert the man you want to give
the ball to with five seconds left on
the clock? Charles Smith is an up
and coming star, but again, both the
Oak and Harper (whose contract
ends at the end of this season) are
getting older and no one knows how
much more stamina they really have
left in them. Charlie Ward, Monte
Williams and Doug Christie should
see a lot more time under Nelson
during this season, but they still

have a lot to prove in training camp
before they can be considered stars.
Ewing is getting older (33) and is
coming off a knee surgery. He needs
another man'on his team that can be
counted on when the game is on the
WIre.
During Riley's reign, the Knicks
have licked ecstasy many times, but
have yet to actually taste it. It would
be a shame and a travesty ifit happened again under Nelson. A change
must be made before the payoffs, if
the Knicks plan on taking the extra
step this year.
Looking around theleague and at
the competition the Knicks will face,
it's clear that in order for a team to go
all the way it just can't be enough to
have a one man show. Each team
requires atleast two legitimate stars.
Think about it; Houston has Hakeem
and Drexler, the Magic have Shaq
and Penny, Phoenix has Barkely
and KJ, the Jazz have Malone and
Stockton, the list goes on and on.
The Knicksjust have an exhausted
Ewing.
The Knicks could use another star

guard like a healthy Tim Hardaway
and some more talented youth on
their team to take the their competition to the extreme!
Personally though, like everyone
else I think that this year no one can
take the Chicago Bulls down. As
long as Dennis Rodman and his new
Bull hairdo doesn't pull too many
psychotic acts (although it is guaranteed that he will have his share)
the Bulls could possibly have one of
the best teams in the history of the
game. Phil Jackson, the Bulls head
coach, still has his work cut out for
him, with a personality like Rodman
entering the team, but feels a lot
more confident this season, knowing that he has
best rebounder in
the game on his team.
After being traded U> the Bulls from
the San Antonio Spurs for Will Perdue, Rodman stated in an interview
that his coming to the BunS 'is like
having French toast with [him] now
being the cinnamon." .As much as I
hate agreeing with a man that has
such an uncontrollable personality,
I'm sorry to say it, but he's right!

the

